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From the Editor 

Please note the editor·s new e-mail address of 

 . The previous msn address is no longer functioning.

Annual General Meeting 

The Annual general meeting wlil take place on 3 June 2000 at the 
Cumberland Coin Fair at the Cumberland Hotel Marble Arch 
London. Our thanks are due to Frances and Howard Simmons for 
making this facility available to the Society. There will be a 
number of talks at 2.30 p.m. following the formal meeting. 

London 
Twenty ONS members met at the British Museum on 25 

March 2000. 
Joe Cribb gave a talk on the banknotes of the central Asian 

republics following the collapse of the Soviet Union in the early 
1990s. Whilst part of the Soviet Union their banknotes were 
similar in style to Russian notes. Initially there was pressure to 
stay in the rouble zone and it was only with the fall of the rouble 
that governments realised that they had to do something to 
stabilise their currencies. 

Uzbekistan printed coupons to be used alongside existing 
banknotes to control the rouble but soon the rouble notes were not 
used. From the end of 1992 Uzbekistan printed its own basic 
notes by lithographic printing. Uzkbekistan lacked modern 
security printing facilities and turned to foreign firms including 
Harrisons and De La Rue. Other states faced similar 
developments including the need to produce new larger 
denominations reflecting inflation. Modern notes, with numerous 
security features, take a considerable time to produce in particular 
engraving the design. Joe illustrated numerous attractive notes 
from Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan. Kyrgyzstan. and 
Tajikistan. Each state has distinctive designs for its notes often 
illustrating their distinctive cultural identity and more modern 
achievements. 

Les Riches gave a talk on the Kola coins of the third and 
fourth centuries from N. W. India and his study of them which has 
included trips to Pakistan and visits to archaeological sites 

where e\ idt:nce of coin making has been found. There is 
evidence of copper being hammered into the face of coins. Some 
Kota coins have been re-struck on earlier coins usually Kushan 
coins but in at least one case a Vasu De\ a coin. There is 
evidence of earlier coins having been cut in half and then folded 
over before being re-struck. 

Christine Frohlich-Willey. a PhD student from Paris gave 
a talk on her \\Ork for her thesis on lndo-Scythian and lndo 
Parthian coins and history. These d) nasties were the link 
between the last lndo Greeks and the Kushans and their coins are 
the main source for their history. Her work is not finished and 
she gave a glimpse of her work in progress. Christine explained 
her methodolog) which includes the study of hoards in Europe. 
the U.S.A .. India and Pakistan. The importance of die studies 
\\hich are in progress to the controversial classification of coins 
to the two rulers according to t1pc with horseman with spear or 
whip. She has also studied 15 or so overstrikes and hopes to find 
more in collections in India and Pakistan. Her study include 
Latin. Greek. Indian and Chinese literature and some results of 
excavations. 

Susan Tyler-Smith gave a talk on a group of 
anomalous drachms of Khusraw l l .  These coins are not 
uncommon and Susan argued that they were a regular but 
exceptional issue. The coins have distinctive stylistic 
characteristics which distinguish them from many other coins 
of this prolific period towards the end of Khusraw's reign. She 
distinguished them from irregular coins in part because the 
legends are correct. The coins are aH dated year 35 (AD 624-
625), with the "AFZUT" legend in the margin and the ao mint 
signature attributed to Ahwaz. Susan suggested that these 
AFZUT coins may be associated with the war with the 
Byzantine empire and that these anomalous coins may have 
been the product of a military mint. 

Peter Smith 

Seventh Century Syrian Numismatic Round Table Study Day 

A Study Day was held at the British Museum on 4th March 
2000 organised by the Seventh Century Syrian Numismatic 
Round Table. This group aims to bring together numismatists, 
historians and archaeologists. and the day was successful in 
generating plenty of useful interdisciplinary debate. 

The following informal papers were delivered . generally 
dealing with work in progress rather than completed research:-

The Earliest Arab Gold Coinage Revisited - Andrew Oddy 
reviewed the known specimens of the rare Arab-Byzantine gold 
coinage. and then went on to consider a number of irregu
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Byzantine style solidi of Phocas and Heraclius. which have 
sometimes been ascribed to the Arabs. Although details of find 



spots for most of these coins are rather \ague. he suggested that 
the evidence pointed to a non-Arah origin tor the group with the 
Avars perhaps the best candidates 

lahanya andpseudo Tahari\a - Marcus Phillips described 
ihe Arab-B>zantine coinage of Tabdri\a including one apparenth 
new t\pe with a standard 3 figure ob\erse but with lABARIYA 
in Arabic in the exergue ot the reverse He then went on to 
consider the smaller module coins most ot which were mintless 
with religious legends In some cases these coins seem to 
repiesent the first use of these legends on Islamic coins His 
tentative conclusion was that this series mav have been produced 
at the same time that mints in the other S>rian |unds were issuing 
standing caliph coins 

Coinage and Military Salaries in the Umayyad Period - Hugh 
Kennedy described his research into the payment of Arab 
armies in the Umayyad and early Abbasid period All the 
evidence pointed to payment being made in actual coined 
money, and the total amounts involved were very large 
indeed Although most sources related to Iraq rather than 
Syria, a number of questions needed to be answered relating to 
how these payments were made in the West before 'Abd al-
Mdlik's currency reforms of 77 AH 

Early Islamic Seals in the British Museum - Venetia Porter 
IS in the process of catalogumg the Museum's Islamic seals, 
and she showed a number of early lead seals, which are 
providing useful evidence for Umayyad administrative 
structure The purpose of the seals was not entirely clear, 
although some showed signs of having been attached to 
sacking She also discussed an enigmatic group of early clay 
tokens which had recently been loaned to the Museum 

Umayyad Coins and Glass Pilgrim Vessels from Jerusalem 
- After reviewing the complex changes in authority affecting 
Jerusalem in the 7th century, Julian Raby described a group of 
glass pilgrim vessels decorated with Christian and Jewish 
motifs, first published in the early 1970's He was able to 
demonstrate that some of these motifs were almost certainly 
Islamic, including a probable representation of the standing 
caliph, and he suggested a revised date for the whole group of 
the second half of the 7"' century 

Focus on the mint of Baalbek - Tony Goodwin has almost 
completed a die study of the Arab-Byzantine coins of Baalbek 
After outlining the different types and main stylistic 
variations, he said that his main conclusion was that there had 
been two phases of minting The first, which accounted for 
over 80% of the coinage, was relatively straightforward, but 
the second had stylistic similarities with Damascus and 
included 2 die-links with Damascus The mint may therefore 
have been moved from Baalbek to Damascus 

The meeting concluded with an update from Henri Pottier 
on his research on the "Oriens" series of Heraclius At a 
previous study day he had demonstrated that these coins form a 
coherent dated series of large module Byzantine folies, issued 
in Syria during the wars with the Persians He is now able to 
show that coins using frozen obverse types of Justin and 
Sophia fit in to the series, and may well have been minted at 
Emesa 

TONY GOODWIN 

Other Ixindon dates for your diary are 
• Saturday 7 October a general member's meeting, 

same venue, commencing 11 00 
• Saturday 2 December , commencing 11 00, an Indian 

Coin Study Day at the Coin and Medal Depeartment, 
British Museum, topic yet to be fixed Additional details 
will be posted to the ONS website in due course 

Cambridge, UK 
There will be an Indian Coinage Study Day on Saturday 24 

June 2000 at the Fitwilliam Mueum, commencing 10 30 and 
ending around 16 30 The subject will be The Suhanate 
Coinages For additional information please contact Elina Screen 
at the Museum (Trumpington Street. Cambridge CB2 IRB, UK), 
tcl ++44 1223 332900. fax ++44 1223 332923, e-mail 
emsH'tijcam ac uk 
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ot the corns and banknotes lots were sold Biddmg was keen with 
biddmg from the floor b> telephone and mail While some of 
the commoner material did not find bu\ers mterest in the rarer 
Items was considerable reflecting the continuing growth of 
interest in the region s Islamic heritage Modern coins and paper 
mone\ also proved ver\ popular Some examples ot prices 
reached are AED 75 000 for an Umav\ad partisan dirham of Al-
Mansur b Muhammad itriqi>a AH 141 AED 65 000 for an 
Uma>>ad dirham ot Al-Qandal AH 96 AED 50 000 tor a gold 
dinar of the Alid ruler ot fabaristan Al-Hasan b Zavd 
Na%sabur AH 262 AED 42 000 for an Uma\\ad dirham ot 
Hulwan AH 81 AED 36 000 for an Umav>ad dirham ot M-Ra\^ 
AH 79 and AED 34 000 for an Umavvad dirham ot Mah al-Basra 
AH 83 

Auction No 3 will take place in Dubai in 2001 

New and Recent Publications 

Other News 
• Spink of London have moved their numismatic and 

philatelic department to new premises in Bloomsbury, a few 
minutes' walk from the British Museum The new address is 69 
Southampton Row, London WCIB 4ET Tel ++44 20 7563 
4000, fax ++44 20 7563 4066 E-mail info@spinkandson com 
There is also a new website at www spink-online com 

• The Indian Institute of Research in Numimsatic 
Studies (PO Anjaneri 422213, Dist Nashik, Maharashtra 
India, tel ++91 2594 33405/33406) is organising its 5'" 
International Colloquium on the theme Mediaeval Indian 
Coinages A Historical and Economic Perspective This will 
take place 17-19 February 2001 Papers and participants are 
cordially invited For more information please contact 
Amiteshwar Jha at the above address 

Auction News 
• Dmitry Markov's mail-bid sale #8 (April 2000) 

includes a gold dinar of the Bahri Mamluk Al-Mu izz Izz al-DIn 
Aibak (AH 648-655) ot al-lskandariyyah dated 652 This appears 
to be an earlier date than previously published for dinars of this 
ruler from this mint The com (#217) cites the deceased A>yübid 
al-Salih AyyQb Also included in the auction are some rare pre-
Islamic coins of the Ifrighids of Khwarizmia Sogd and Bukhara 
and some rare Qarakhanid coins 

• Emirates Coin Auction No 2 organised b) Arabian 
Coins & Medals and Baldwin s Auctions Ltd on 28 and 29 
March 2000 m Dubai realised a grand total of almost AED I'/i 
million, an increased of 13% on the first auction Eighty percent 

S K. Bose Cows and Tokens of A^sain (1715-19^'') 
1999 Shillong Hard-bound 129 pages with 
illustrations Price around $15 
Nicholas Rhodes &. Shankar k Bosc The Coinage of 
(ooch Bihai 1999 Dhubn India Hard-bound 123 
pages 7 plates Price around $12 
A new \oluiTie in the lliston ot al tabaii has appeared 
m the series published b\ the State LJni\ersit\ of New 
York Press (P()Bo\6>25 Ithaca NY 14851 USA 
tel f+1 607 277 2211 fax ++1 800 688 2877 
E-iiiail orderbook(?cupser\ org) 
The new \olume Volume 5 The Sasanids the 
Bvzantines the I akhmids and Yemen has been 
translated b\ C E Bosworth 458 pages $21 95 
paperback ISBN 0-7914-4356-6 S64 50 hardcü\ei 
ISBN 0-7914-4355-8 plus postage lor information 
about the other volumes available in this series please 
contact the publishers The complete set is available at a 
40% discount at $535 lor the paperback edition and 
$1355 for the hardcover edition 
Abdelhamid fcnina les monnaies de la lei^ence de 
Tunis sous les Husaxnides Etudes de ntimismattque et 
d histoire monetaire I ranee 1993 746 pages 
sotteover in French This book is in (act a thesis and is 
available trom Atelier national de reproduction des 
theses Universile de 1 ille 111 9 Rue \ Angellier 
59046 L ille Cedex France Tel ++33 3 20308673 fax 
++33 3 20542195 E-mail Vervackea univ-lille3 tr 
Price about FF 1000 
The contents are in three parts 
- sources and historic framework 
- corpus ot Husavnid monev 
- mintage and monetary polic> of the Husavnid beys 
The author had access to the uncatalogued collections of 
the BARDO Museum in Tunis the collection ot the 
Central Bank of Tunisia and various other well known 
collections in Europe and the USA 
Volume II of 4kches bv Slobodan Sreckovic will soon 
be published This volume covers akches from Mehmed 
II AH 848 through to Sulaiman I AH 926 and will have 
around 160 pages 16 plates of 310 photos and manv 
hundreds of line drawings of coins inscriptions and 
design elements 
Volume III will cover akches from AH 926 to Ail 974 
and should be finished by the end of 2000 Volume IV 
will now cover akches from AH 974 to AH 1003 and 
and will be completed some time in 2001 Volume V 
the final volume will continue the stop, up to the 
introduction of coining machinen in AD 1691 Further 
information can be obtained from Tom Clarke, Box 
290145 Davie Fl 33329-0145 
E-mail ocl-tom'S'ix netcom com 
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• Ralf Althoff & Tobias Ma>er Oriental coins Coins of 
the Crusaders and Crusader States as well as the States 
of the European \eighhours {Bd V/3 B>zantinische 
Munzen und ihr Umfcld - Orientalische Munzen 
Munzen der Kreuzfahrer und -staaten sowie der 
europaischen Nachbarn) will bo the title of a joint 
volume bs Ralf AlthofI kultur- und Stadthistorisches 
Museum Duisburg and Tobias Mayer Oriental Coin 
Cabinet of the Friedrich-Schiller-Unnersitat in Jena 
This will be a joint publication project of the Kohler-
Osbahr Collection Duisburg and Oriental Coin Cabinet 
Jena 
The Kohler-Osbahr Collection in the Kullur- und 
Stadthistorisches Museum Duisburg comprises over 
70 000 coins from all regions of the world (sec ONS-
Newsletter 155) In a joint volume the third part of 
this series (see below), the authors want to present the 
coins of the political and cultural environment of 
Bvzantium which is understood in its most extensixe 
meaning the coins of the Near East up to the 15"'' 
centurv and of the neighbouring West 
Tobias MaNcr is working on the Oriental series the 
Arab coins of Sasanian and Byzantine t>pe the 
Uma\>ad Abbdsid Ayyubid coins and others Ralf 
Althotf is describing the Puropean and turopean 
influenced coinages of Armenia the Crusader 
principalities and Venice Serbia Bulgaria and others 
Two volumes of the Bv/antium series are already 
published 

Ralf Althotf Sammlung Kohler-Osbahr Bd V/1 
Byzantinische Mun/en und ihr Umfeld 
Anastasius 1 (491-518) bis Phocas (602 - 610) 
Ursg Stadt Duisburg Kultur- und 
Stadthistorisches Museum Duisburg Duisburg 
1998 ISBN 3-89279-541-X 
price ca turo 23 - and 

Ralf Althoff Sammlung Kohler-Osbahr Bd V/2 
By/antinischc Munzen und ihr Umfeld 
Interregnum (Sommer 608 - Ende 610) und 
Heraclius (610 - 641) bis Alexios IV (1417 -
1447) Hrsg Stadt Duisburg Kultur- und 
Stadthistorisches Museum Duisburg Duisburg 
1999 ISBN 3-89279-556-8 
price ca Euro 26 -

• New publications b\ Spmk (see new address elsewhere 
in this issue) are the following 
Plant R Arabic coins and lion to lead them second 
edition revised 1980 repiint 2000 152 pages card 
covers price £15 
Pamuk S Cambridge Studies in Islamic Cnilisation 
A Monetary Histor\ of the Ottoman Empire 2000 276 
pages 45 plates Casebound Price £40 
and distributed b> Spink 
Mitchiner M The Land of Watei - Coinage and 
History of Bangladesh and Later trakan ciica 300 
BC to the present day 2000 160 pages 420 coins 
catalogued and illustrated Price £60 

Lists Received 

1 Stephen Album (PO Box 7386 Santa Rosa Calif 95407 
USA tel++1 707-539-2120 fax-i + 1 707-539-3348 e-mail 
album^sonic net) lists numbeis 158 (February 2000) 159 
(March 2000) 

2 Persic Gallcrv (PO Box 10317 Torrance CA 90505 USA 
tel ++1 310 326 8866 fax +^1 310 326 5618 e-mail 
persiciï^msn com) list 49 (March 2000) of Islamic Central 
Asian and Indian coinage 

3 Scott Cordr> (PO Box 9828, San Diego, CA 92169 USA tel 
++\ 619 272 9440 fax ++1 619 272 9441) list 116 (Spring 
2000) featuring modern Islamic coins and rare Islamic 
banknotes 

4 Robert T>e (Loch Eynort Isle of South Uist UK IIS8 5SJ 
tel +-r44 1878 710300 fax ++44 1878 710216 e-mail 
robert tve'andirect CO uk) list 35 of oriental coins including 
Chinese coins from the Narbeth collection 

Reviews 
Bridging the Gaps Jen's Chinese Cash 

The eighties and nineties have seen an explosion of 
numismatic research and publishing in China but largely without 
benefit to western collectors Ver> little has been translated and 
most of the collector oriented catalogues are for the Chinese 
market with no western-language text, and often without a 
numbeiing svstem Although several concordances and attempts 
at a comprehensive catalogue have been started in the past 50 
years by westerners some of them reaching published form, the 
standard has remained Sch|oth s I9I2 catalogue of his collection 
RecentI) George Fisher published a very uscfull> enhanced 
photocopv version of Dmg Fubao's 1940 catalogue the long-time 
standard among Chinese collectors and a better work than 
Schjoth in every way though lacking in background information 
and sidelights" such as calligraphy and weight varieties mother 
coins and charms 

When I learned that a new work drawing on Chinese sources 
and authored b> New York dealer and tireless ANS volunteer 
David Jen was already in press from Krause 1 hoped that Chinese 
Cash Identification and Price Guide would replace these works 
Having examined it 1 believe that it is more of a gap-filler and 
will help bring the western collector up to speed with his Oriental 
counterpart It is not the ultimate Chinese cash catalogue for the 
western collector It will not replace Fisher s Ding though the 
two books complement each other nicely and together more than 
replace Sch|oth It mav be a good choice for someone who is not 
collecting the series and wants just one reference but someone 
acquiring coins should have Ding or Schjoth as well Jen s 
Chinese Cash (ISBN 0-87341-859-X) lists at $42 95 and will be 
well distributed while Fisher s Ding and Sch|oth both as 
photocopies can be had trom a few dealers in the field at $30-35 
each 

In a nutshell this is a non-comprehensive tvpe catalogue with 
good-qualit> lubbing illustrations a number svstem transliterated 
legends and attributions b> emperor cross-ieference to S and FD 
numbers market prices in two grades and incorporated into the 
catalogue portion the sort of historical information contained in 
Schjoth but of greater depth and recenc> 1 here is an extensive 
listing of pre-production and pattern coins special sections on 
calligraphy varieties and counterfeits and a dynastic list Some 
Central Asian series are represented Pinyin is used throughout 
Uniquely this work explains the importance many types have to 
the Oriental collector a perspective richer than that gained from 
anv western work 

Mv biggest problem with Jen is its lack of 
comprehensiveness fhe author has tried " not to encumber 
this book with material that can be found in other catalogues 
prepared carefully by western writers but the result has been 
to omit many commonl>-found types that appear in both Schjoth 
and the amazingly comprehensive Ding The catalogue numbers 
tell the storv Fisher s Ding covers the field in 2708 entries len 
in 1491 including numerous charms and some exotic t>pes Ding 
missed For knives and spades Ding has 341 entries Jen onl> 57 
but including 5 missed b> Ding Phis means that many of the city-
named late spades are simply missing and the highly varied Ming 
knife IS essentiallv served b\ a single entrv The complex coinage 
of Shun Zhih enlivened b> the transition from Ming to Manchu 
rule has been deeplv studied b) Werner Burger Leaving aside 

4 
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calligraphy differences 76 types emerge trom his plates ot which 
Ding lists 71 and Schjoth 57 Jen only 42 Certainlv it is hard to 
fault anv work in this complex and under-researched field tor 
omissions but here the omissions seem compleieK arbitrar\ 
Missing are mans t\pes commonK available for under $50 while 
extreme rarities priced in the thousands ot dollars are found on 
nearK every page The generous margins and loose lav out of the 
plates give the work a comfortable look but I cannot help feeling 
that 341 full-si/ed pages could have been used to cover the field 
more thoroughlv 

In an attempt to avoid a cluttering of material Jen has 
divided his mam catalogue into two parts what he calls 
mainstream issues and variants Apparently the idea was to 
pro\ ide one or more pieces ot each reign title in Section 1 to ease 
the task ot the page-through attnbuier I have been unable to 
discern any criteria however for what was put in each section 
nor indeed to what was left out of both An attribution guide 
such as R B Whites requiring perhaps 10 pages would 
eliminate the need for page-throughs and be hclplul to the casual 
user as well 

Aside from the inconvenience of flipping back and forth 
between two sections is the numbering problem The number 
sequence runs historically from #1 through #868 with Taiping 
and other Rebel coins Xinjiang (lurkestan) and other outlving 
series adding up to #928 which is sensible enough Then 
Section II begins all over again with knife and spade variants 
from #929 to #1491 forcing the user to interpose the two 
number runs to keep his listing or collection in historical order 
This alone will dissuade manv collectors from using Jen s 
numbers as their organizing thread and most dealers and 
auctioneers from referencing the work in their listings 

There is a fascinating section on calligraphy varieties Jen 
attempts a breakdown of the Wu Zhu (Han) and Kai Yuan ( fang) 
types which along with the earlier Ban Liang are conservative 
series |ust now yielding their secrets to a few dedicated 
researchers using published hoard finds Most western 
collectors however will find these pages more tantalizing than 
useful In simplified form Jen recounts the fascinating evolution 
of these types with rubbings and calligraphy descriptions as aids 
Roger Doo is gradually publishing much more detailed studies 
some in bnglish but I believe that only the most intrepid and 
patient ot western collectors will be able to sit down with them 
and a handful of Wu Zhu or Kai Yuan and come up with 
accurate attributions Jen s pages on Sung varieties though 
treating only a few types cover sources of variation that occur 
throughout the dvnastic run and provide a good basic grounding 
in this important level of cash collecting 

The section on seeds patterns and trial pieces explains the 
casting process and the lovely pre-production coins used in 
making circulation issues A tew photos would have gone a long 
way to help readers distinguish the various stages Mother 
pattern and production versions of a coin may be 
indistinguishable to a collector who has seen only the latter most 
collections have well-made Qing or Song circulation cash 
hopefully labelled as seeds The catalogue of 223 pieces leads 
me to wonder again why these particular types were chosen, 
when presumably every regular issue com had the same 
precursors during any given historical period Jen s claim that 
each class (master mother pattern) has the same market value 
regardless of dynasty or issuer simply is not credible nor are the 
low values he gives for these rare items These super coins' are 
easier to fake than circulation pieces which must exhibit 
imperfections and patina and in fact thev have been extensively 
faked lately I ow and uniform prices across such a broad series 
suggest a market best entered with caution 

And indeed the section on assessing fake cash coins is quite 
inadequate len provdes an interesting catalogue of traditional 
forging methods with tips on how to detect them This may help 

more experienced collectors with clumsv pieces but it is no 
substitute for reviewing multiple examples with experts Jen 
refers to the qualitv of Shen which adheres to genuine coins to me 
this means the unconscious skill that comes of manv such 
consultations resulting in an abilitv to sense a bad piece without 
knowing how \ou do it What information Jen provides is good 
but a little knowledge can be a dangerous thing 

More importantlv this section ignores entirelv two categories 
most often found todav the amuletic copies and the sophisticated 
new forgeries of the 1990s Amuletic copies are made not to fool 
collectors or to circulate but as charms beaiing reign titles 
thought to be lucky C ertain reign titles and types of knife and 
spade coins are copied rcgularlv and some of the copies are 
nearlv as old as their prototvpcs Those with added pictorial 
elements are obvious as amulets but others can fool less 
experienced collectors CuriousK Jen has included a number of 
these pieces in with the coin listings not always identified as 
such 

The most dangerous forgeries however are those produced 
since about 1985 in China Knowledgeable Hong kong and 
Macau dealers will take a genuine raritv to mainland shops that 
specialize in torging old bronze items Fhev not onlv know what 
color soil encrustation and patina is appiopriatc for that issue thev 
are now able to duplicate it fiawlessK The problem has worsened 
to the point that collectois visiting China report genuine coins 
driven oft the market b\ torgeries and even the most reliable 
dealers unable to tell bad trom good Fhere are no western dealers 
capable of distinauishing the recent crop ot takes and thev have 
been offered in ind|or auctions I xcepting cheap unpatinated 
worn or damaged coins 1 now presume anv tast com coming out 
of China to be most likelv a torgerv As a dealer who has derived 
upwards ol 25"o of his income some vears trom this held it pains 
me to say it but this is not a good time to be collecting Chinese 
cast coinage A book which will probablv populan/e the field 
could not have come at a worse time 

The question I get most often about priced catalogues 
published in the Orient is how accurate are their market values' 
Usually 1 do not even take the time to asses this feature since I 
price by past experience Indeed I would still recommend that 
collectors look at my own past offerings those ot f rank Robinson 
and Sea fagle Faisci auctions and the like 1 did a surve\ of 16 
pieces from my last price list that 1 could reliablv find in Jen his 
prices were lower for 8 just about equal for tour and higher for 
four In general I found enough congruence that I would look up 
a type 1 had not handled before and would take counsel from his 
figure But what do I make ot the type I could have sold three ot 
at $110 priced at S40 m len or the one I could not sell lor $65 
valued at $120' Word to the wise never relv on a single source 
for your market information' Pricing becomes especiallv arbitran 
in a market flooded with takes if a buyer insists on buying below 
catalogue price he will have no trouble doing so these davs 

Dealing in series exotic to the western collector I have always 
felt It important to stock references and to assess them 
realisticallv After many conversations with reference buvers I 
have come up with a formula for what every collector wants it 
will provide historical and numismatic background information a 
reasonably comprehensive catalogue of tvpes all illustrated 
preferablv by clear photos incorporated in the catalogue a simple 
numbering svstem an attribution guide if needed collecting tips 
and sidelights market values and perhaps a couple of colour 
plates to impart the flavor of the series - all for under $30 if you 
please' Few if any actual books score 100% of course Bv these 
criteria I would give len s work more than a passing mark It 
should be considered a useful supplement to what we alreadv 
have perhaps the first book that a novice would buy definitelv 
the second or third depending upon the direction ot one s interest 
1 am disappointed that krause s distribution might is behind a 
work in our little field that is not the be-all end-all ot cash 



catalogues ApparentK this work came to them nearly in 
finished form making it an economical publishing choice, 
especially without photos With just a little bit of editorial input, 
and some consultation with collectors and dealers in the field, it 
could have been much more than it is. however 

Scott Semans 
Addendum 
In their article on a very large hoards of countermarked coins 
published in Newsletter 162 the authors omitted to mention one 
other hoard in the list of hoards provided fhe details are 
A collection of 40 para coins m the museum ol the church of the 
Assumption ol the virgin in Panaghia. Thasos pubhshed 1996 by 
MJA Tzamali 100 coins tor the most part countermarked with 
G 16-12 nANArA0Ai.W 

Corngendum 
A couple of errors unfortunate!) crept into Mechael Fedorov's 
articles in Newsletter 162 as follows 
P 9 type 1 should refer to figure 11 not 1 2 
p 12 in the Arabic legend jji.d.r should come after ^ 

Articles 

On the Circulation in Armenia of the Copper Coins of the 
Ildegizid ruler Muhammad Jahan Pahlavan 571-582 AH 
(1175-1186 AD). 
By Aram R Vardanian, Institute of Archaeology and 
Ethnography. Armenian National Academy of Sciences 

A paper entitled "Monctar\ circulation of Armenia in iX-
XIV Cs "' was published by Kh A Mousheghian m 1971 which 
was soon thereafter incorporated into his monograph "Monetary 
Circulation of Armenia in V BC-XIV AD"' The second half of 
the twelth centur> was characterized b> the author as a time ot 
wide circulation of Ildegizid coins in the north-easiern part of 
Armenia He states that coins of all the representatives of the 
Ildegizid dynast> were present Certain aspects of monetary 
circulation in Armenia in the second half of the twelth century 
however require revision and new interpretation 

It IS the aim of this paper to consider the monetarv 
circulation in the north-eastern part of Armenia of coins struck 
by the Ildegizid. Muhammad Jahan Pahlavan 571-582 AH ( 
1175-1186 AD) 

The Ildegizid State (1136-1225 AD) was a feudal state 
located in the second half of the twelth century on what is now 
the territory of Azerbaiian It pla>ed an important role in the 
political lite of the Near East at that time Muhammad lahan 
Pahlavan was the second representative of the Ildegizid dvnasty 
During his period ot government, the state was at its most 
powerful and prosperous The power of the Azen atabeks 
extended over vast areas Jahan Pahlavan actually ruled the Iraqi 
Sel|ukid State while the sultan's power had a nominal character 
Muhammad Jahan Pahlavan struck coins bearing his name 
Because of the gigantic "Silver Crisis" (in the eleventh to the 
first quarter of the thirteenth centuries)" in the countries of the 
Near East and Asia Minor, his coins were made of copper 
M A Seifeddini's classification divides Pahlavan's coins into five 
groups'* The earliest issues of the atabeks arc considered to be 
the coins struck in 571 AH (1175-1176 AD) in Ardebil. bearing 
the names of the caliph al-Mustadi 566-575 AH (1170-1180 
AD) Iraqi and West Iranian Seljukid Arslan ibn Tughnl 556-572 
AH (I I61-1176 AD), as well as Pahlavan himself' 

As mentioned above Mousheghian pointed out the wide 
circulation in 'Vrmenia of coins of all Ildegizid dvnasty 
representatives Shams al-Din lldegiz 531-571 AH (1136-1175 
AD). Jahan Pahlavan 571-582 AH (1175-1186 AD). Qizil-Arslan 
582-587 AH (1187-1191 AD) and Abu Bakr 587-607 AH (1191-
1210 AD) ^ Fhe name of the last atabek Muzaffar al-Din Uzbek 
ibn Muhammad 607-622 AH (1210-1225 AD) was not included 

in the list for some reasons discussed below This statement is 
generally true Coins of some atabeks were indeed found in 
Armenia in large quantities Thev occurred individually and as 
hoards, and also as significant components of the latter It was 
concluded therefore that monetary circulation of north-eastern 
Armenia in the second half of the twelth centur> took place 
mainly using Ildegizid coins However toda> the participation of 
Jahan Pahlavan coins in the monetary circulation ot the region is 
questioned Mousheghian published a monograph in 1962, 
entitled "Monetary Circulation in Dvin According to Numismatic 
Data" ' where special attention was given to the coin material 
obtained in the 1937-1955 excavations of the central part and 
districts of Dvm, the mediaeval capital of Armenia (fourth to 
thirteenth century AD) * Priority was given to the coins that 
circulated during the "Silver Crisis", with Ildegizid coins in 
particular dominating over others (360 out of 1126) I heir list 
included 205 coins attributed to the dynasty's founder Shams al-
Din Ildegiz 49 to his son Qizil-Arslan, and the rest to Abu Bakr 
Only one Pahlavan coin (# 146) was described ' 

The com in the name of Jahan Pahlavan and sultan Arslan 
ibn Tughnl 556-572 AH (1161-1176 AD) had the following 
legends 

Obverse al-mahk al-a zam atabek al-a zam muhammad 

There is a sword in the right part of the inscription 

Reverse allah al-nasir li-dm al-sultan al-a zam tughnl 

Although the date and place of issue were erased on the 
Dvin coin, the names borne by the coin enabled the time of its 
issue to be determined between 1180 and 1186 AD Then 
Mousheghian states "Other coins of Muhammad lahan Pahlavan 
have not been found so far m the area of Armenia Therefore this 
sample is rare" '" 

Thus, the coins of Pahlavan were not known m Armenia 
before 1962 The latter fact is confirmed b> a nine-volume work 
of E A Pakhomov "Coin Hoards of Azerbaijan and Other 
Republics and Regions of Caucasus" 1926-1966 " Pakhomov 
described 2160 find hoards and coins unearthed in excavations of 
towns and settlements spanning all periods Strangely enough, 
Pahlavan's coins penetrated the monetary system of neighboring 
states onl> occasionally A big hoard (114 items) of Ildegizid 
coins found in Armenia was examined by Pakhomov in 1943 (# 
1109 p 39) The location of the find is unknown The hoard 
included 52 coins of Qizil-Arslan 22 of Shams al-Din lldegiz and 
30 attributed to Abu Bakr I-ort>-six Ildegizid coins were found in 
V Pteghni in 1931, attributed to lldegiz, Qizil-Arslan and Abu 
Bakr (# 838, p 44) '̂  In both cases the hoards did not contain any 
coins struck by Jahan Pahlavan A big hoard of Ildegizid coins 
was found in excavations of the medieval fortress in Garni ' ' 
Again, however Pahlavan coins were not found among the 
numerous Ildegizid coins A number of interesting facts is given in 
I L Dzalagama's monograph "Foreign Coins in the Monetary 
Circulation of Georgia in V-XIII Cs" ''' In the chapter where the 
role of foreign coins in the monetary system of Georgia in the 
eleventh to thirteenth centuries is discussed, a number of Ildegizid 
coins are mentioned Pahlavan coins are usuall> mentioned as one 
or two examples (the find from Ganjiskari and Dmanisi's 
excavations) and only once as 12 coins (in a hoard from Eastern 
Georgia)''^ Zengids. Urtuqids, Mangujakids Danishmenids and 
other coins are known to be found in north-eastern Armenia 
However, it is a fact that coins of the dynasts mentioned did not 
permanently circulate in that region They appear only as 
admixtures to the hoards, or even as an adornment 

Summarizing the facts, one may state that Jahan 
Pahlavan's coins did not permanently circulate in Armenia either, 
nor probably in Georgia The> probabi) had a highl> local 



character and rareK left their own state and then onl\ as an 
addition to the main coin mass But wh\ was the dissemination 
of Pahlavan coins so limited'' The answer ma\ be found in the 
external political situation that existed at the time of the atabek 
state It IS known that in 570 AH (1174 AD) the joint Armenian-
Georgian troops successfull> attacked Ani as a result of which 
the cits was won back trom Am Shaddadid power "" The further 
de\elopment of external political life in north-eastern Armenia 
relates to campaigns of Armenian-Georgian troops in 580 AH 
(1184 AD) and 583 AH (1187 AD) " Seifeddini mentions that 
from the first days of Jahan Pahlavan's power the lldegizid State 
was in great danger In 571 AH (1175-1176 AD) the brother of 
sultan Arslan Muhammad rebelled in Khuzistan and together 
with the ruler of its province Sharaph al-Din Amiran ibn 
Shumlan thcN expelled Pahlavan from Ramadan In addition the 
king of Georgian attacked the northern part of Azerbaijan The 
struggle lasted a tew months but in the end Jahan Pahlavan was 
victorious Victory was also achieved in a struggle against the 
Georgians " The effect of these campaigns on the monetarv 
s>stem ot Armenia is still not clear 

Anal>sis of the numismatic material found in Dvin has 
shown the absence of coins ot the atabek Muzatlar al-Din Uzbek 
607-622 AH (1210-1225 AD) Topographic data of hoards and 
finds from Trancaucasia on the other hand, proves the 
circulation ot such coins in that region in large amounts Basing 
himselt on historic sources Mousheghian explained this 
phenomenon as being due to administrative-political changes 
that took place in that region The absence of Uzbek s coins in 
Dvin was attributed b> the author to the capture of the cit> from 
the lldegizids by Georgian troops in 599 AH (1203 AD) " In 
view of this statement one may suppose that there should exist 
an analog) between the events of the thirteenth centurv and and 
the period of Jahan Pahlavan's rule Possibl> the political 
changes weakened the atabeks' influence upon north-eastern 
Armenia, with the result that Ildegizid coins slopped penetrating 
these regions up to Qizil-Arslan's rule in 582-587 AH ( 1187-
1191 AD) It ma> also be that Pahlavan's coin issue was scant> 
and insufficient to circulate widcl> outside the issuing state 
An>wa> our conclusion is that his coins did not circulate 
regular!) as part of the monetar> system ol Armenia in the 
second half of the twelth century 

Conclusions 

Administrative and political changes that took place in 
Transcaucasia in the second half of the twelth century, as well as 
the possible limited issue of coins by the second lldegizid 
Muhammad lahan Pahlavan prevented their wide circulation 
outside the lldegizid State It is suggested that their area of use 
had a highly local character 1 hus, the monetary circulation of 
north-eastern Armenia, up to the end of Pahlavan's rule was 
provided by copper coins of Seljuk and probabl) Georgian 
origin, as well as by lldegizid coins struck b> the d>nast\'s 
founder Shams ad-din Ildegiz 531-571 AH (1136-1175 AD) 

This paper represents a preliminary claim for the further 
complete stud> of the role plaved bv coins of various dynasts 
such as Muhammad Jahan Pahlavan in the monetarv s>stem of 
the region 
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A rare dirham struck by the Qarakhanid appanage ruler 
HarQn bin 'AlT at Marghlnan 
B> Michael fedorov 

In 1995 1 had the opportumt) to spend two months at the 
Forschungsstelle fur islamische Numismatik Tubingen While 
there studving Qarakhanid coin in the 1 ubingen Universitv 
collection 1 came across a billon (silver-plated) dirham minted in 
All 434 at MarghTnan l e modem Margelan in the I erghana 
valley (Uzbek Republic) Ihe com proved to be very rare and 
interesting it was not known in other collections and was 
unpublished in the former Soviet Union Even a recent and 
comprehensive corpus of inscriptions on Qarakhanid coins 
published in 1997' does not mention this type 

Marghinan 434 /1042-3 Weight 3 7 g Diameter 24-25 mm Inv 

Nr 94-35-53 

Obverse: in the field J ^ ^ / -J -^j^ "i I « ^ j JJi / VI <» "i / j j j U 

The mint/date formula forms a square on the sides of the kalima 

Reverse within double circle 

Circular legend ^ ' '^J -cU' J j - ' j î,«̂ v," (Qur an IX 33) 

In 1998 this coin was published bv mv colleague Tobias 
Ma>er' who read the date as 444 It is true that the date is rather 
worn and easj to misread But there are some circumstances that 
preclude the date from being 444 

In 442/1050-1 a monetar> retorm was carried out in the 
Ferghana and Chu valleys which were then an integral part of the 
Eastern Qarakhanid khaqanate As a result of this reform a totally 
new type of coin appeared Despite their being made of a base 
alloy of copper (59 67-78 7%) and lead (36 95-15 43%) the coins 
were named dirham in the mint/date formula' these first and 
earliest Qarakhanid fiduciary coins with a forced token value 
declared by state decree were minted in all Ferghana inAH 442-9 
and in the Chu valley in AH 442-50 but coins of 450 are 
extremely rare Such fiduciary coins were caused by the so-called 

silver crisis' which appeared to take on a more acute form in the 
Eastern Qarakhanid state It is worthy of note that in the Western 

Qarakhanid state and even in the dominions of the Eastern 
Qarakhanid ruler Bughra Khan Muhammad b YQsuf (Ilaq 
Shash - IspTjab - Taraz) billon (silver-plated) dirhams continued 
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to be minted But Bughra Khan s vassal Tongha Tegin who 
possessed AkhsTkat in the herghana \alle> alread> had to mint 
dirhams made from the copper-lead alios, because in all the other 
towns of Ferghana which belonged to the nominal head of the 
Lastern Qarakhanids Arslan Khan Sulaiman b Yüsuf (with his 
capital at Kashghar) and his vassals onl> such oins were minted 

Around AH 451 the head of the Western Qarakhanids 
Ibrahim Tafghaj Khan made use ot the internecine wars ol the 
bastern Qarakhanids to attack them Firstly he conquered the 
1 erghana valles where his earliest coins were minted at AkhsTkat 
in AH 451'' The Chu valle> was conquered somewhat later 
Having annexed ferghana IbrahTm Talghai Khan carried out a 
monetary reform there Old copper-lead dirhams were banned 
and dirhams ot the al-Mu ayyadi t>pe which were minted 
earlier in the Western Qarakhanid state were introduced These 
dirhams were made of billon (silver-plated) and according to 
analysis contained 17 78-23 1% silver Most probably the 
decreed silver content was a quarter (25%) but part of the silver 
covering will have been eroded in circulation 

Since the copper-lead dirhams continued to circulate in the 
Chu valle> the coins banned in 1 erghana Hooded into that 
region I he massive influx of fiduciarv coins in amounts greatly 
exceeding the needs of the Chu valle) mone> economy triggered 
inflation and a monetary crisis The population refused to accept 
the valueless coins' Those that had copper-lead coins sorted 
them pending better limes fhat is why almost all the hoards of 
copper-lead dirhams minted in Ferghana have been found in the 
Chu valley I published** four such hoards (comprising more than 
10 OOOcoinsand that was only what the archaeologists managed 
to retrieve) found at two comparatively small hill-torts Shish-
Tepe and Belovodskoe Gorodishche The amount of Ferghana 
coins in these hoards found in the Chu valley, surpasses the 
smount of coins minted in the Chu vallev itself (at Qu7 Urdu) 
One more hoard was found at Shish-lepe This hoard comprised 
more than 1000 copper-lead dirhams several hundred fragments 
of such coins and 30 billon (silver-plated) dirhams' Several 
hoards of copper-lead dirhams were found in the Kazakh part of 
the Chu valley but I have no information as to the amount of 
coins involved 

Eventually the Eastern Qarakhanid rulers of the Chu valley 
were forced to carry out a monetary reform and started to mint 
billon (silver-plated) dirhams ot the "al-Mu'ayyadi" type there 
The earliest such dirham that I know of was minted in Qu/ Urdu 
(Balasaghun) in AH 45(1 or 2 or 4) Unfortunately only the 
initial letter alij in the digit of the date has surv ived so it could be 
^1 oi^i or i^j' 

Thus during the period AH 442-9 in MarghTnan as in the 
rest ot the Ferghana valley only copper-lead allov dirhams were 
struck This means that the billon dirham of MarghTnan in the 
1 ubingen collection could not have been struck in the year 444 
Nor could the date be 454 because from at 'east AH 453 
dirhams in MarghTnan were minted in the name ot Ibrahim 
Talghaj Khan And in AH 424 the dirhams contained more 
silver The com in question could therefore have been struck 
only in AH 434 

I et us then see what place this coin occupies in Qarakhanid 
mintage and what information it provides for the history of the 
Qarakhanids in the second quarter of the eleventh century AD In 
415/1024-5 the head of the Western Qarakhanids died He was 
Arslan Khan MansQr b AIT brother of Tiek Nasr b AIT who 
having conquered Bukhara in AD 999 (the capital of the 
Samamds) imprisoned the last Samanid emir and created the 
Qarakhanid dominion in Mavvarannahr He made his capital 
Balasaghün (also called Quz Urdu) The khanate of Arslan Khan 
extended from Balasaghün to Bukhara but his personal domain 
comprised the Chu vallev with Balasaghun Other dominions 

were given as appanages to his vassals who minted coins 
acknowledging Arslan Khan as their suzerain The more 
competent section of those vassals were Arslan Khan's relatives 
his brother, Muhammad b AIT. his sons Husain Ahmad and 
Yüsuf his nephews Ahmad b Muhammad b AIT and sons of llek 
Nasr b AIT IbrahTm and Muhammad After the death of Arslan 
Khan the throne of the head of the Western Qarakhanids was 
usurped b> representatives of another Qarakhanid familv The 
throne and capital (Balasaghün) were captured by Tongha 
(Toghan) Khan Muhammad b al-Hasan. and Bukhara and 
Samarqand became the appanage of "AIT b al-Hasan (more 
frequently mentioned in chronicles as AlT Tegin) Some of Arslan 
khan s relatives had lost their appanages and disappeared from the 
coins others retained their appanages but acknowledged Tongha 
(Toghan) Khan as their suzerain while yet others, such as IbrahTm 
b Nasr were captured and kept as hostages* The place of that 
family in the geneology of the Qarakhanids is not clear Since 
their father was Hasan they are called Hasanids A historian of the 
fourteenth century Shabankarai wrote that AIT Tegin (i e Alï b 
al-Hasan) was son of the brother of the father" of Qadir Khan 
(i e Qadir Khan Yüsuf b Harun the head ol the Eastern 
Qarakhanids with the capital at Kashghar) If Shebankana was 
correct the Hasanids and Qadir Khan were cousins' 

In 416/1025-6 the head of the Fastern Qarakhanids, Qadir 
Khan and his mighty ally Mahmud of Gha/na attacked "AIT 
Tegin The armies of the allies met near Samarqand and "AIT 
Tegin fled with his army to the steppes Soon enough however, 
Mahmud came to realise that to have Qadir Khan whose 
dominions would spread from Kashghar to Bukhara, as his 
immediate neighbour was fraught with danger and that it would 
be far better to have Qadir Khan locked in battle with the 
Hasanids Mahmud therefore returned with his army to Ghazna on 
the pretext of wanting to wage war against the infidels in India 
left face to face with AIT Tegin Qadir Khan also decided to 
withdraw from Samarqand Despite this he did profit from the 
campaign for he managed to capture Eastern Ferghana In 
417/1026-7 Qadir Khan conquered Balasaghün the capital of 
Tongha (Toghan) Khan Muhammad b al-Hasan who went to 
West Ferghana where the war between Qadir Khan and the 
Hasanids continued for about a year Fventually Qadir Khan 
managed to conquer the whole of Ferghana, Khuiand, lspT|ab 
llaq, Shash, Taraz The western frontier of Khu|and province 
became the border between Qadir Khan and AIT Tegin The 
Western Qarakhanids 'Am al-Daula Muhammad son of llek 
Nasr and Mu izz al-Daula "Abbas, son of "Am al-Daula 
Muhammad managed to survive in Ferghana as appanage rulers 
and vassals of Qadir Khan They minted coins citing Qadir Khan 
as suzerain m several towns of Ferghana but never very long in 
any particular town'" 

In 426 / 1034-5, the ruler of Bukhara and Samarqand "AlT b 
al-Hasan ( AIT Fegin) died His dominions came to his sons The 
elder of them Arslan Tiek Yüsuf started to mint coins as a ruler of 
Bukhara and Samarqand Yüsuf b AlT proved to be a bad 
politician Prompted by his commander in chief a sworn enemy of 
the Turkmen he attacked and drove the nomads out of his state 
This could but weaken his military power as nomads usually made 
up the better part of the Qarakhanid armies Alter several years of 
disasters and victories the Turkmen headed by chieftains from 
the family of Saljuq dealt the Ghaznavids a final blow at the 
battle of Dandenakan (Ramdan 431) / May 1040) conquered 
Khorasan from them and created a state of their own there 

Yüsuf b 'MT also let his prisoner. Bun Tegin Ibrahim son of 
ïlek Khan (the conqueror of Bukhara in AD 999), slip from his 
hands In 429 / 1037-8 Bun Tegin IbrahTm managed to escape 
and fled to his brother Ain al-Daula Muhammad in Ferghana But 
as the contemporarv historian Baihaqi wrote there happened to be 



no place for Bun Tegin with his brother 'Am al-Daula was 
probabi) afraid ot the ruler of Bukhara and Samarqand or feared 
that Bun Tegin would seize his appanage So Bun Tegin fled 
south to the Kumiji nomads He persuaded them to help him and 
raised an arm\ of 3000 horsemen He offered his services to 
lVlas"üd of Ghazni and received an invitation from him But when 
he entered the Ghaznavid state the Kumijis started to plunder the 
peaceful population Fnraged Mas Qd sent an armv against him 
and Bun Tegin fled Verv convenientK tor Bun Tegin the ruler 
of Chagani>an had just died without an heir Bun Tegin took 
advantage of the power vacuum and captured that place There 
he started to prepare for war against the rulei of Bukhara and 
Samarqand With the help of sworn enemies ot the sons of AIT 
Tegin. the Turkmen who bv that time had routed the 
Ghdznavids Bun Tegin Ibrahim conquered K.esh and Samarqand 
in 431 / 1039-40 In 433 / 1041-2 he dealt the sons ot AIT Tegin 
the final blow and captured Bukhara Then having accepted the 
high title of Tafghai Khan he became the ruler ot Mawarannahr 
and the head of the Western Qarakhanids 

The nominal head of the Eastern Qarakhanids was Arslan 
Khan Sulaiman He ascended the throne after his lather Qadir 
Khan died in AH 424 At first he was acknowlcged as suzerain 
throughout the state and his name was mentioned on the coins of 
other Eastern Qarakhanids But soon the state of Qadir Khan 
disintegrated into three independent khanates Kashghar and 
Balasaghun belonged to Arslan Khan Sulaiman Ilaq Shash 
lspT|ab - Taraz belonged to his brother Bughra Khan 
Muhammad Ferghana belonged to their uncle Tongha Khan 
According to Ibn al-Athir. in 435 / 1043-4 Arslan Khan was 
forced to confirm the status quo he "granted Taraz and lspT|ab 
(also Shash and Ilaq) to his brother Bughra Khan, he "granted" 
part of the land of the Turks to his brother Arslan legin he 

granted all Ferghana to his uncle Tongha Khan and what is 
interesting to us he granted Bukhara and Samarqand which bv 
that time were satelv in the hands of lafghai Khan IbrahTm to 
Ibn AIT legin i e to one ot the sons ot AIT Tcgm'" 01 course 
the latter was purely symbolic Arslan Khan could confirm only 
hereditory rights to Samarqand and Bukhara on Ibn 'AlT Tegin 

And this IS where the dirham of AH 434 from MarghTnan 
fits in It was minted by Harun b AIT Neither coins nor written 
sources have mentioned any Eastern Qarakhamd rulei named 

AIT for this time So Harun could not have been an Eastern 
Qarakhamd But there was Ibn "AIT Tegin mentioned by Ibn al-
Athi for AH 435 who was by that time in the Eastern 
Qarakhamd khaqanatc and was present at the quiiltai when the 
former khanate of Qadir Khan was split between his sons and 
brother Thus the dirham of AH 434 of MarghTnan shows that 
after Bukhara was conquered by IbrahTm Tatghaj Khan in AH 
433 at least one of the sons of 'AIT Tegin survived and fled to 
the I astern Qarakhanids His name was Harun and he was 
accepted by the Eastern Qarakhanids and granted MarghTnan as 
an appange 

The fate of Harun b 'AIT after 434 / 1041-2 is not clear 
MarghTnan may have been to him as an appanage or it may have 
been taken from him by Tongha Khan, to whom 'all Ferghana" 
was given at the qiinltai of 435 / 1043-4 In the collection of the 
Uzbek Academy of Sciences institute of Archaeology is a hoard 
of billon (silver-plated) dirhams found in Kuva (mediaeval 
Quba) Among them are several dirhams minted in MarghTnan by 
Harun b AIT (nr 5068. 5069, 5071. 5073. 5075, 5079 5082) 
Unfortunately none of them show clear dates Judging by their 
appearance they could be somewhat later than AH 434 (they 
contain less silver) But in the same hoard there are coins of 
MarghTnan (Nr 5076-7) minted in AH 439-40 by Tongha Khan 
alone with no mention of Harun b AlT 

Though Arslan Khan Sulaiman was forced to acknowledge 
the disintegration of his father s khanate in AH 435 he was never 
able to reconcile himself to it In 440 / 1048-9 he attacked Togha 
Khan and conquered almost the whole of Ferghana from him 
After AH 440 in many towns of Ferghana coins were minted in 
the name of Arslan Khan and his vassals or only in the name ot 
Arslan Khan as immediate owner ot the town Thus in AH 440-5 
coins were minted in Czkand in the name ot Arslan Khan and his 
vassal Fahr (sometimes "Adud) al-Daula Bahram'' In AH 440 in 
MarghTnan coins were minted in the name of Arslan Khan onlv" 
In AH 442 in MarghTnan and Quba coins were minted in the name 
ol Arslan Khan and his vassal Bun Tegin'^ After Bun Tegin 
IbrahTm b Nasr had accepted the title of lafghaj Khan his title 
Bun Tegin" was bestowed upon some other Qarakhamd And 

what IS interesting to us is that m All 44^ in MarghTnan and 
Quba there appears our old acquaintance Harun b AIT who 
struck coins there'" But in 444-5 1052-4 m MarghTnan and 
Quba there was alreadv d new vdssal ot Arslan khan in the lorm 
ot Fahr al-Daula Bahram'^ 

Alone in /\khsTkat in 440-440 / 1048-58 coins were minted 
by longha legin vassal ot Bughra khan' ' ' 1 his could have been 
the former Tongha Khan who having lost almost the whole ol 
Ferghana was forced to accept the lower princelv title ol longha 
Tegin and acknovsledged himself as vassal ot Bughra Khan 
Muhammad this latter being strong enough to prevent Arslan 
khan trom conquering AkhsTkat Around AD 1057 Arslan Khan 
attacked Bughra khan but was defeated and captured bv his 
adversarv who put him in prison I itteen months later Bughra 
khan was poisoned bv his wile and \rslan khan v\as strangled at 
her instigation She then put on the throne her voung son IbrahTm 
who some lime later, tell during an internecine war Ibrahim 
lafghaj Khan took advantage ol all these events and eventuallv 
reconquered all the dominions ol the Western Qarakhanids lost to 
Qadir Khan Yusul in All 416-8 

Ihus the billon (silver-plated) dirham struck dt MdrghTnan in 
AH 434 in the lubingen Universitv collection and copper-lead 
alloy dirhams ot ATI 443 struck m MarghTnan and Quba and 
found in Kirghizslan show us the career ol one of "AlT Tegin s 
sons who alter Bukhara was conquered bv Ibrahim l a tgha |khan 
in All 433 fled to the Eastern Qarakhanids and stayed there at 
least ten years During that period he was appointed at least twice 
as appanage ruler ot MarghTnan and once as appanage ruler oi 
Quba 
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Chokan Valikhanov: on monetary systems and money 

circulation in East Turkestan, Khoqand and Bukhara 

khanates. 

By Michael Fedorov. 

Chokan Valikhanov (1835-1865), a captain in the Russian 
army, Knight of the Order of St. Vladimir, and a well known 
Kazakh traveller and scholar, left interesting information on the 
monetary systems and money circulation in East Turkestan. 
Khoqand and Bukhara. Of particular importance is information 
from Kashgharia for it was a llrst-hand report of an e>ewitness. 
From the beginning of the seventeenth century, until 1858 only 
three Europeans had visited Kashghar before Valikhanov. He 
travelled in the disguise of a muslim merchant, at the risk of his 
life, for shortly before his arrival a German naturalist and 
geographer, Adolf Schlagintweit (1829-1857) had been arrested 
and beheaded by the then ruler of Kashghar'. 

In his scientific report, Chokan Valikhanov wrote: "they 
have no money of their own in Kashghar except the so-called 
pul, a bunch of 50 such coins making a tanga. . . The 7 urkestan 
pul has the form of a Chinese yè« but is made of pure yellow 
copper, without the addition of zinc, as is the case with Chinese 
coins, which they (i.e. the Kashgharians — M. F.) call karapul. 
The Turkestan coins, like the Chinese, have a hole in the middle 
and are threaded on a string. A bunch of 50 coins makes up a 
sar ( — this is certainly a mistake, either by Valikhanov. or due 
to poor editing and proof-reading, because he himself wrote 
several lines above, that a bunch of 50 pul made a tanga — M. 
F.). Silver money — yambs in Chinese — are silver ingots. 
Central Asian tanga (silver coins imported mainly from 
Khoqand and Bukhara khanates — M. F.) are also widely 
used"'-. So, as one can see, the Kashgharian tanga was a bunch 
of copper coins, while the Central Asian tanga was a real silver 
coin. 

"There are two types of Turkestan coins'', continued 
Valikhanov, "dachan. which is two pul. and chauchan. which is 
one pul. A bunch of 50 chauchan or 25 dachan makes up a 
tanga, which is in our (i.e. Russian — M. F.) money about 20 
silver kopecks"^. Hence a chauchan is equal to 0.4 and a dachan 
to 0.8 silver kopecks. 

Further. Valikhanov wrote that, in 1856. the Chinese 
authorities introduced big coins with the denomination ""20" and 
"10"" pid. They were introduced only in Kashghar and Yarkand. 
In other towns of East Turkestan small coins continued to 
circulate. The big coins were crudely made and "dikokamennye 
kirghizx"" started to counterfeit and smuggle them to Kashghar. 
In the nineteenth century. Kazakhs were often called ""Kirghizy"". 
and modern Kirghiz were called ""qara Kirghizy"" ("black 

Kirghiz"') or "dikokamennye kirghizy" ('"wild-stone — i.e. 
mountain — Kirghiz'"). The false coins were of lower weight and 
had plent}' of zinc in them. Soon the market became inundated 
with counterfeits and the exchange rate for big coins started to 
fall. In October 1858 it dropped from 1800 to 2400 tanga for a 
yamb, and. in November, to 2600. The tanga in this case was of 
course not a real silver coin but a bunch of copper coins. 

Eventually, the Chinese authorities proclaimed the big coins 
as no longer valid. This took place on 7 November 1858 and led 
to the local poulation incurring losses. Having prohibited the big 
coins the authorities decreed that 1 yamb should be equal to 800 
tangas, and I tilla (gold coin) should be equal to 20 tangas. The 
local authorities, though, did not bother to compensate the 
citizens for their losses, but later, as a kind of favour, agreed to 
buy in the banned big coins by weight as plain copper at a price 
of 3 tangas (i.e 150 small coins) for a gin (or chjin, which was 
about 600 g). 

Having prohibited the big coins, the authorities did not 
bother to mint new ones. The amount of old small coins was not 
enough for the needs of the market, so their exchange rate and 
value started to increase. Valikhanov wrote that the exchange rate 
of copper coins was not constant, its rise and fall depending on 
the bazar and chance. So in October 1858 it was 1800. then 2400 
tangas for a yamb. In November it was 2600 (using big coins). 
On 11 November, after the banning of the big coins, despite the 
fact that the Chinese authorities decreed that a yamb should be 
equal to 800 tangas (i.e. bunches of small copper coins), the 
exchange rate of the tanga started to rise. It was at first 600 then 
550 tangas and in December it was 460 tangas (i.e. bunches of 
50 chauchan or 25 dachan) for ayamb. 

Since the value of small copper coins had risen in 
Kashghar, they started to flow there from Yanysar, Aqsu and 
Khotan. The influx of small copper coins to Kashghar led to a 
fall in their exchange rate. From 460 in December it fell to 525 
(January 1859), then to 590 (February 1859) and kept at that 
level till the departure of Chokan Valikhanov from Kashghar 
(in the middle of March 1859). As for the remaining big coins, 
they went to Yarkand and other towns — the further from the 
mischievous "dikokamennye kirghizy" the better — and 
continued to circulate there''. 

According to Valikhanov, the same kind of a monetar>' crisis 
took place in May 1855 in Kuldja\ The coins of Kuldja. like 
Chinese ones, were made of copper (60%) and zinc (40%) and 
were named ""chokh". Seventy-five chokh made one gin (600 g). 
Shortage of silver made the authorities in Kuldja mint big copper 
coins with the denomination "100" and "50"' chokh. and cast-iron 
coins of 10 chokh. Fraudsters counterfeited such coins melting 
small coins to make the big ones. Inundation of the market with 
counterfeits triggered inflation and led to the devaluation of the 
high denomination copper coins. By May 1855 there were two 
exchange rates: 155,000-156.000 small and 165.000-170.000 high 
denomination coins for ayamb. Then 175.000 (half in small, half 
in big coins) for ayamb. In the end. the authorities banned the 100 
and 50 chokh coins. 

Foreign merchants in Kuldja at the time were compensated: 
Chinese received 800 small coins for 1000 big coins. Russians 
received 1000 for 1000. The local population did not get anything, 
since the counterfeiting had started with them. This led to riots and 
unrest. The authorities were forced to change their position and 
offered 400 chokh in small coins for 1000 chokh in big coins. The 
local Dungans agreed, the local Chinese resisted and demanded 
800 for 1000, but later agreed to 500 for 1000. Meanwhile, the 
authorities in Kuldja started to mint 5 chokh copper coins. Cast-
iron 10 chokh coins were devalued to 4 chokh. And finally the 
remaining big coins were devalued from 100 and 50 to 25 and 8 
chokh. 
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The exchange rate of copper coins to gold was also not 
constant So, in October 1858. the exchange rate of a Khoqand 
tilla in big coins was 65. 75 and 85 "tangas (i e bunches of 
copper coins with denominated value of 50 choLh) After the ban 
on big coins in Kashghar (7 November 1858). the decreed 
exchange rate was 20 tanga (i e bunches of small copper coins) 
for one tilla But the shortage of small copper coins led to a rise 
in their exchange rate It rose first to 19 and finallv to 14 tanga 
for one tilla After small copper coins were brought here from 
other towns their exchange rate dropped from 14 to 17 tanga tor 
one tilla^ 

In addition to the tangas imported mainl> from the Khoqand 
and Bukhara khanates in Last Turkestan, another form of silver 
mone> existed — the yamb It was a high standard silver ingot 
equal to 31 5 or 32 tilla "depending on the weight ot a yamb" 
According toValikhanov, a yamb weighed 50 to 51 Ian "or by our 
(Russian — M F ) weight — 4 pounds 45 to 4 pounds 56 
zolotniks and it is accepted in commerce as 120 silver roubles, 
hence the Khoqand tilla is equal to 3 75 silver roubles'"^ 

Some commentary and corrections should be made Four 
pounds 45 zolotniks make 1.830 g Four pounds 56 zolotniks 
make 1.876 9 g But here there must be some mistake or misprint 
According to the Chinese metrology the difference between the 
two weights of the yamb (51 - 50) is 1 Ian There were several 
kinds of Ian (or tael) I — 37 795g of 100% silver (unit oi 
account). II ~ 37 17g of 100% silver (for pa>ing taxes). Ill — 
35 32g of 98% silver (Shanghai). IV — 37 568g of 100% silver 
(Canton) And finall> as decreed by the convention signed in 
China in 1858, the silver ounce (or Ian) of 37 783g'' 

Acording to Valikhanov the difference between the two 
weights for the yamb (56-45) is 11 zolotniks or 4 2657 x 11 = 
46 92 g There was no such Ian in existence One can find many 
mistakes, misprints and misreadings in "Sochineniia" ("The 
works'") of Valikhanov, printed in Alma Ata in 1985, caused by 
careless editing and prool-readmg An\way if one takes 4 
pounds 47 zolotniks and 4 pounds 56 zolotniks, the difference 
will be 4 2657 x 9 = 38 391 g which is quite close to a Ian And 
if one takes 4 pounds 47 and 4 pounds 56 zolotniks, it will make 
1.838 54 and 1.876 94 g for the yamb Calculating a Ian by 
37 795 X 50 will make 1,878 4,g I he difference is only I 46 g 
(1.878 4-1,876 94 g) 

In the time of ChokanValikhanov, the Russian silver 
rouble'' weighed 20 73 g of 86 8% silver and contained 18 g of 
pure silver So if we take the content of pure silver in a yamb 
and a rouble, it will make about 102-104 silver roubles for a 
yamb 

It IS not clear wh> Valikhanov considered a yamb equal to 
120 silver roubles Probably he was influenced by the itinerary 
of N I Liubimov, who visited Kuldja and Chughuchak in 1845 
Liubimov wrote that a yamb was equal to about 400 assignation 
roubles and it was possible to buy a yamb at Irbit fair (in 
Siberia) for 390, 380, 375 roubles, while 168 assignation 
roubles were equal to 48 silver roubles '° Hence 1 assignation 
rouble (a banknote) was equal to 28 57 silver kopeks and 400, 
390, 380, 375 assignation roubles were equal to 114 29, 
111 43, 108 57. 107 14 silver roubles From 114 29 it is not a 
far cry to 120. perhaps Chokan Valikhanov made it a round 
number Having divided 120 roubles by 32 (the exchange rate of 
the yamb to the Khoqand tilla) he got 3 75 silver roubles as the 
exchange rate of a tilla to a Russian silver rouble According to 
Valikhanov, a Khoqand tilla weighed 1 zolotnik and 11 dolias" 
or 4 753 g (as a matter of fact it was 1 Bukharan mithqal - 4 8 
g) A Russian gold rouble in 1764 -1885 contained 1 2 g of 
pure gold and weighed 1 31 g, it was of 91 6 standard'^ The 
central Asian tilla was of a higher standard - 95 8" So its 
exchange rate should be somewhat higher, closer to 4 roubles 

As for Kashgharia the exchange rate of the Khoqand alia 
imported there was even higher 5 siUer roubles for a tilla''' 

Valikhanov also wrote "The Khoqand chervonets weighs I 
zolotnik 11 dolias (4 753g — M F ) of high standard gold, it is 
equal to 20-21 Khoqand tanga The tanga is a silver coin 
weighing 77 apothecary grains C'—M F 1/16 g x 77 = 4 812 g) 
and IS equal to about 20 silver kopeks (hence, by the way. a tilla 
should be equal to 4 or 4 2 silver roubles [20 x 20 or 20 x 21] — 
M F ) The Bukharan chervonets in Bukhara cost 30 ('" — M 
F ) tanga, the Khoqandian chervonets in Bukhara cost 17 tanga 
The value of the Bukharan chervonets in Khoqand is equal to that 
of the native (Khoqandian chervonets — M F) The copper com 
in Khoqand and Bukhara is called piil It is made of red copper 
24 put are equal to 1 tanga A tanga is equal to 4 mir Six pul are 
equal to I mir"^^ (or rather miri - M F ) 

This passage also needs commentary and corrections 
Having mixed obsolete and contemporarj data. Valikhanov came 
to a wrong conclusion A tanga weighing 4 8 g and a Bukharan 
tilla equal to 30 tanga never existed in the nineteenth centur> 
This information relates to the eighteenth centurv. to the time 
belore the monetary reform of 1785 in Bukhara Prior to this 
reform the decreed weight of a tanga was 1 mitliqal (4 8 g) and. 
according to Russian non-comissioned officer Philip Efremov 
(who was in Bukhara circa I774-I78I). there were tanga "half 
silver and half copper" which were at 30 to the tilla After the 
reform of 1785 the weight of a tanga was decreed as 7/10 of a 
mithqal. i e 3 36g 1 he new tanga contained 95% of pure silver"' 
These tanga usually went at 19. 20 . or 21 for a tilla 

Valikhanov"s information that in Bukhara a Khoqandian 
tilla cost 17 tanga while in Khoqand both Bukharan and native 
tilla cost 20-21 tanga is interesting It illustrates the policN of the 
Bukhara khanate authorities, which in this wd_\ probablv tried to 
prevent the circulation of Khoqandian tilla in Bukhara That both 
types of tilla had the same standard and weight clearl> shows the 
fact that both coins had the same exchange rate m the Khoqand 
khanate 

Though the weight ot a tanga after 1785 was decreed as 3 36 
g, in reality it seldom was more than 3 1 g, and long circulating 
coins even weighed about 2 6-2 7 g because of wear The same 
applies to gold coins, which rareK weighed 4 8 g. their usual 
weight being about 4 6-4 4 g ' ' 

1 he Khokand "miri" equal to 'A tanga, happened to be a 
copper, silverplated com '* 

It IS -trange that, when describing monev circulation in 
Kashghar. Valikhanov did not sav a word about the so-called 
"old" and "new" tanga But in "T he account of food expences on 
the way from Semipalatinsk to Kashgharia and while in 
Kashghar' compiled b> Musabai Tokhtabaev, the caravanbashi 
of the caravan with which pontchik (lieutenant) Valikhanov 
travelled prices were given in roubles, kopeks, "old tangas" and 
"new tangas" " 

From this. 1,707 old tanga were equal to 115 silver roubles 
and 1,473 new tanga were equal to 424 silver roubles), 1026 old 
tanga = 70 silver roubles and 893 new tanga = 255 silver 
roubles, 823 old tanga = 55 silver roubles and 856 5 new tanga = 
245 silver roubles , 886 5 old tanga = 65 silver roubles and 787 5 
new tanga = 225 silver roubles, 1196 25 old tanga = 85 silver 
roubles and 1146 new tanga = 336 silver roubles "" Hence the 
exchange rate ot "new" and " old' tanga to silver kopeks is like 
this 28 785 and 6 74, 28 56 and 6 82, 28 6 and 6 68. 28 57 and 
7 33, 29 3 and 7 I silver kopeks "Old" tanga were at 6 68, 6 74. 
6 82, 7 I, 7 33 silver kopeks (average 6 934) "New" tanga were 
at 28 56, 28 57. 28 6, 28 785, 29 30 silver kopeks (though the 
average is 28 763. the real exchange rate should be closer to 28 6 
silver kopeks for we have three almost identical figures 28 56. 
28 57. 28 6) The ratio of the "new" and "old" tanga should be 1 
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4 (as It \\d:> in the case of the Khoqandian langa and mm) 
From the same document the exchange rate of tilla to tanga 

and roubles in Kashghar in 1858 59 ma> be calculated Thus 
23 360 and 3/8 tanga were equal to 1 374 tilla 2 810 25 lilla 
were equal to 14 051 75 silver roubles In another case 1102 
lengths 0Ïdaba (cloth) at I tanga apiece were sold for 64 tilla^^ 
Hence 1 tilla was equal to 17 0017 tanga and to 17 2187 tainga 
Also 1 tilla was equal in Kashghar to 5 silver roubles 

1 he slight difference in exchange rates of the new and 
old tanga calculated by me from the total value of goods in 

various transactions is quite understandable Each time, the total 
value ot goods depended on subiective factors such as the skill 
at bargaining the uish to sell (or buv) the merchandise as soon 
as possible the time if took tor one of the bargainers to >ield a 
bit and so on 

The exchange rate I tilla ~ 5 silver roubles which 1 have 
calculated for Kashghar in 1858-1859 is confirmed by another 
document' ' In Kashghar Valikhano\ bought for a numismatic 
collection a brand-new Khoqandian tilla of Malla Khan who 
had just ascended the throne of Khoqand for 5 silver roubles In 
the same document 20 tilla were mentioned each equal to 5 
silver roubles 

If new and old tanga were silver coins at about 7 and 
28 - 29 silver kopeks they should weigh 1 3 - 1 5 and 5 2 - 6 g 
respectively But according to Valikhanov Kashghar did not 
then have silver coins of its own nor were there an\ silver coins 
of such weight in the region 

So most certainly in this case wc are not dealing with real 
silver coins but units of account i e bunches of copper coins 
For instance a bunch of old copper coins could be an old 
tanga and a bunch of new copner coins four times heavier 
could make up a new tanga Also there were in Kashghar in 
1858-1859 some large copper coins 360 such coins were equal 
to 21 5 silver roubles' so that one such com was equal to 6 
kopeks (5 97 to be exact) 

In 1849-1867 one russian copper kopek weighed 3 12 g''' 
SÜ 6 kopeks would make 30 72 g Phere were in the Shian-Fen 
period (1851-1861) for instance Chinese coins which weighed 
about 28 ĝ '̂  and probably were made as usual of copper and 
zinc alloy Moreover the exchange rate of 17 or 17 2 tanga for 
1 tilla v\as not in real silver coins but in units of account For 
instance if one takes 17 2 tanga of account (the bunches of 
copper coins) at 29 3 silver kopecks it will make 17 2 x 29 3 ~ 

5 04 silver roubles 
The works and archives of Chokan Valikhanov are an 

important source for studying the monetary systems and money 
circulation in East Turkestan and Central Asia in the middle of 
the nineteenth century 

1 Ch Valikhanov O sostoianu Altvshara ill shesti vostochnykh 
gorodov Kitaiskoi provintsii Nan Lu (Maloi Bukhani) v 1858-
1859goddkh Sochinennatomlll Alma Ata 198s pp 32ö 383 

2 Ch Valikhanov O zapadnom krae Kitaiskoi imperii Sochineniia 
tom 11 Alma Ata 198s p 276 

3 Ch Valikhanov O sostoianu p 216 
4 Ch Valikhanov O torgovle v kuldje i Chughuthake Sochincnia 

tom 11 Alma Ata 1985 p 259 Ch Valikhanov O sostoiamii 
pp 216 217 

•> Open p 217 Ch Valikhanov Sochineniia tom IV Alma Ala 1985 
pp 352-257 

6 Ch Valikhanov O sostoianu p 218 
7 Op cit p218 
8 fl Fengler G Oierow W Unger Slovar numizmata Nfoskva 1982 

p 274 
9 V V Uzdennikov Monety Rossii Moskva 198s p 415 
lOCh Valikhanov Sochmenua lom IV Alma Ata 198s pp 293 300 

310 
11 Ch Valikhanov O bostoianii p218 

12 V V Uzdennikov Monety Rossii p 411 
13 M B Severova Kollektsiia monetnykh shtempelei Khivinskogo 

khanstva iz Gosudarstvennogo Ermitazha lïpigrafika vostoka tom 
XXIV 1988 p 95 

14 Ch Valikhanov O sostoianu p 295 
150p cit p218 
16 E A Davidovich Istoriia monetnogo dela Srednei Azii XVll-XVIll 

vv Dushanbe 1964 pp 164 165 167 293 294 
17 S Kh Ishankhanov Katalog monet Khokandskogo khanstva 

Tashkent 1976 pp 18-26 
18 Op cit p 5 
19 Ch Valikhanov O sostoianu pp 279 286 
20 Op cit pp281 282 284 285 286 
21 Op cit p 279 
22 Op cil p 295 
23 Op cit p 294 
24 V V Uzdennikov Monety Rossii p 418 
25 A A Bykov Monety Kitaiia Leningrad 1969 p 73 Nr 142 

1 would like to ask ONS members whether they know of any coins 
minted in Kashghar or China in the middle of the nineteenth 
century which could correspond to the definitions of'"old tangas' 
and new tangas mentioned in this article 

IVlas'ad al-KhwarizmT in Kashghar 660/1261-2 
Stefan Fleidemann Jena 

A new dating of the coins of al-Mas üd al-Khv\arizmi was 
recently proposed by Alexander Akin (ONS-Newsletter 160) with 
an illustration following in the next issue Venetia Porter who 
published the coins of the Aurel Stem collection identified the 
Mas ud al-Khwanzmi mentioned on the coins with Mas ud ibn 
MahmOd Yalawach the Mongol governor of Transoxiana during 
the second half of the 7'Vl3"' century who died m 688/1289 (cp 
Bosworth) The overwhelming bulk of Mas Qd s coins fiom the 
mint of Kashghar is characterised by rather blundered inscriptions 
The marginal legends in particular are usually badly engraved and 
hard to decipher Tobias Mayei s Tubingen Sylloge entry no 542-
566 exhibits the whole range in the different stages of 
deterioration of the design 

Venetia Porter reads a part ot the date as 68x h Mayer 
proposes the reading of the date on the obverse of one of the coins 
as (6)6x h although with a question mark Whereas the central 
legends are well read by Tobias Mayer Akin rejects Mayer's 
reading for the reverse centre suggesting a new reading for the first 
line (sahib a zam or amJr) as well as for the reverse margin The 
obverse margin remains undeciphered Akin attempted to read the 
date of the coins on the basis of over a dozen coins of a large 
group as 650 h (cp Album no 1975) Probably the best readable 
specimen is illustrated in ONS Newsletter 161 The actual date of 
the coins, however, is still the subject of some dispute Some years 
ago the present author had the chance to examine a large parcel of 
a hoard of Mas Qd al-Khwarizmi coins comprising about 2 000 
items I his portion was possibly drawn from the same original 
source as the part Akin saw Most of them were in the usual 
blundered style too, like the ones illustrated in the Sylloge But a 
few of them had a very neat, distinct style of calligraphy (no 1) 
which IS not represented in the Sylloge KüfT in the centres an 
elegant variant ot Naskhi in the margins These coins may have 
stood at the beginning of the series Fhey clearly confirm Mayer's 
proposed reading of the reverse centre 

Obverse -^1 J > " j / - i - " " -Ull / "ifl AJI V 

Reverse ^ s ^ J j ' J = ^ ' / -^j»*^ / j ^ c_i^>*^ 

struck on the order of Mas Ud al-Khwarizmi 
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On the coin of neat style illustrated (no.l) - the only example I 
saw of this particular style with recognisable margins - the 
mint/date formula is on the obverse and the Koranic inscription 
on the reverse margin. For most of the still clearly readable coins 
of better style (no. 2-6), however, the mint/date formula is on the 
reverse and the Koranic verse on the obverse. This seems to be 
the correct order of the inscriptions because the reverse marginal 
legend is nothing more than a continuation of the central 
inscription: On the obverse: religious texts; on the reverse: the 
issuer, mint and date. The distribution of the legends on coin no.l 
may just be an exception. The reverse margin could be 
reconstructed on the specimens examined as follows: 

In the city ofKashghar in the months of the year 660 
On some specimens, where the legend is only partially visible, the 
shuhur (months) looks, rather like a sub 'un (seventy), because the 
character ha' is sometimes formed in a rather curious way. The 
whole phrase was composed by someone who was unfamiliar 
with Arab grammar and with the usual coin formulae. From a 
grammatical point of view the word sixty should be in the second 
case: sittïn and not sittiin as on the coins.The reconstructed 
legend on the obverse, except no.4, is a phrase from Koran LXI. 
verse 13: 

Help from Allah and victory is near and bring good news to the 
believers 

What the first grapheme means is not clear. It could be a 
blundered Muhammad, some unreadable name or a Tamgha, 
similar to the one frequently found on Chaghatay coins (see 
below the coin of 675 h.). Most likely it is a misunderstood 
amalgam of nasr min allah and rasü(I) alldh. 

The photo in ONS-Newsletter 161 shows what Akin 
obviously misinterpreted as khamsin in order to date the type 
into the >ear 650 h.. It can be proved that what he read as fifty is 
in fact a part of the word shuhïïr The reading starts on the right 
side: ( . Ldjshghar (fT shu)hü(r...). The misinterpretation is due 
to the curiously formed ha' and its connection to the following 
waw. Compare the drawing: 

I " l ^ ^ j C y j i i ^ , t ^ S L j u f ^ -

And what Tobias Meyer interpreted on the obverse of 
S\lloge, no. 542, as (6)6\ (?) can be read with the knowledge of 
the whole phrase as: (...qar)Tb wa-bashshir (...). 

The next type represented in the hoard is also the next in 
the sequence of Kashghar. It is the tenninal type of the parcel 
examined and comprised about a fifth of the whole. It is 
represented in the S>lloge only with one specimen (no. 567). 
Because the marginal inscriptions are not fulh documented in 
the literature, thc\ are provided here. It can be reconstructed as 
follows: 

No.4 belongs, according to its obverse, to the group of 
specimens of deteriorating style, because in the obverse central 
legend the lam of rasi7l is missing. The same holds true 
obviously for the margin. The margin repeats three times the 
phrase: 

According to the inscription, the type was issued in Kashghar in Muharram 
675/June-July 1275 It is again a frozen date probably used during an uncertain 
period after 675/1275. 1 would suggest that the side with the S-shaped Tamgha 
is the obverse because the marginal phrase starts here. I have not yet been able 
to read or interpret the central legend or symbols of the reverse. 

Both dates 660/1261-2 and Muharram 675/June-July 1275 leave a period 
of about fifteen years for the production of the 660-series and its blundered 
derivatives. For two coins of the 675-type I recorded an overstrike on the 660-
type. Moreover, the 675-type underwent a period of deterioration both in fabric 
as in engraving, for which examples were well represented in the hoard. That 
means that the hoard was buried probably several years after 675/1275. 

The following coins are a selection of the most readable obverse/reverse 
margins of the 660-type from the parcel mentioned. They are now located in a 
private collection in Berlin. There were more coins with partially readable 
margins which all confirm the above proposed reading. In order to support the 
eye in recognising the inscriptions a transcription of what is visible on the coins 
illustrated is given. The illustrafions are double size. 

Literature 
Album, Stephen A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 2°'' edition, Santa Rosa, 
1998 
Bosworth, Clifford E "Mas'Qd Beg" in Encyclopaedia of Islam (2"'' 

edition) VI, p 782f 
Mayer, Tobias Sylloge Numorum Arabicorum. Nord- und 

Ostzentralasien XVb Mittelasien II. Tubingen, 1998 
Porter, Venetia "The Islamic Coins collected b> Stein in Chinese Central 

Asia" K Tanabe - J Cnbb - H. Wang (ed ) Studies in Silk Road 
Coins and Culture Papers in honour of Professor Ikuo Hirayama 

obverse' 
reverse: 

on his 65'" birthday Kamakura, 1997. pp 201-220 
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No. l,(3.66g;29mm:4h): 
Obverse: {...k)ashghar (K) shuhu(r...). Reverse: nasr {...)fath 
qar{\)a...) 



No 2 (6 18 g. 29 mm Ih), 
Obverse nasr ( ) bashshir al-mu mimn Reverse fi baldat 
kash(ghar ) 
No 3, (5 46 g, 30 mm, 12h) 
Obverse nasr mm allah wa Ifath qar(\h ) Reverse begmning 
at8h 
JÏ bald(at) l<.{ashghar)fi shuhilr sana(i sittün) wa-sittumi a 
No 4, (6 84 g, 32 mm, I Oh) 
Obverse legend see above Reverse ( ba)ldat kash(ghar ft 
shuhQr) sanar sittün ( ) 
No 5. (6 26g 20 mm. Ih) 
Obverse ( ) Reverse yT( s\\Vi)hür ( ) sittün wa-^ittumi a 
No 6. (4 66 g. 30 mm. Ih) 
Obverse nasr mm allah wa Ifath qar(Vo ) Reverse ft baldat 
kashgh{ar ) sittün wa-sittumi a 
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Fifteenth century copper coins (dangi) from Kashghar 

Dr TD Yih The Netherlands 

Recentlv. Alexander Akin published a translation of a paper 
by Tao Zhifang. entitled An examination of Yarkand Khanate 
coinage", dealing with some coins issued in southern Xinjiang 
after the collapse of the eastern Chaghata>id realm and the 
formation of a Yarkand khanate' The translation was published 
in the first newsletter as-Sikka of the Islamic coins website 
together with a request for information on the coins presented 
I am happy to provide some additional information on the so-
called type I of the Yarkand khanate coinage 

This type of coin was first described and illustrated b> 
Hoemle at the end of the 19th century" He mentioned 7 copper 
coins from Kashghar found by MacCartney in the 1 aklamakan 
desert in 1897 Their weight and size ranged from 8 5 to 12 3 g 
and 23 9 to 30 5 mm According to Hoernle the reverse bears the 
mint name kashghar in a square surrounded b> semi-circles 
These, he thought, might contain the words darb adl followed b> 
an unidentified word 'poisMy fal(ü)s with the bottom semi-circle 
containing the word darb the right one 'adl. the top and left one 
falü/s. respectivel) 
The obverse contained the date in words that was read as AH 950 
/AD 1543 

The second reference to this type of coin was made b> 
Masson^ in a paper describing a hoard of 15th century coins from 
the city of Osch The hoard contained 46 Kashghanan coins The> 
were dated a century earlier than Hoernle i e AH 850 /AD1446 

While engaged in m> studies on coins from the Silk-Road. I 
was generously supplied with photographs b\ the British 
Museum Department of C oins and Medals about a decade ago 
Amongst them were photographs of 4 coins as described b> 
Hoemle They were on my waiting-list of items to be published 
Looking carefully at the four BM coins, the following legends can 
be reconstructed 

Obverse 
The obverse contains a legend consisting of 4 lines and 

surrounded by a solid inner ring On no I a part of a dotted outer 
ring IS also visible Fhe upper line is semi-circular and contains 
the words yr al-tdrïkh" ( JHJ^' ^ ) Below that is a second line 
that consists of the word sana ( ^-" ) The third line contains the 
word khamsin ( <jJ '•"^ ) as can be distinguished most clearly on 
no 2 Most importantly, on this piece and also on no 4, in the 
fourth line, the hundreds part of the date is visible with the words 
wa thamdnmi a ( •^^^ j ) showing clearly the three dots of the 
tha above the mïm 

Reverse 

Three of the four obverse sides are struck irregularly or 
double-struck In the center-square of no 2, the letter kdf of 
kashghar is clearly visible and above it the rest of the mint-name 

The centre squares of Nos I, 3 and 4 contain, above the name 
of Kashghar, another word, as a result of which Kashghar is 
written differently from No 2, "shghar" is not on top of the letter 
kaf but to the left to it The word above kashghar looks like the 
word dangï ^"dd" and the final "f' are clearly visible on no 3, 
whereas the hook of the 'V ' is best visible on no 4 The 
complete centre legend should be read then as "dangï of 
Kashghar" ( ^^1-^ j * ^ ^) DangT is the name 
of the anonymous central Asian copper coins struck by the 
TTmünd and Shaybanid authorities This was also adopted 
apparently by the rulers of Kashghar The semi-circle below the 
centre square contains the word darb ( ^ > ^ ) The legends in the 

remaining semi-circles had to be reconstructed by comparing all 
the coins The right segment of no 2 contains the word adl ( 
J ^ ). the top and left semi-circles of nos 2 and 3 contain the 
word faiits ( o'J^ ). the letter sïn is clearl> visible in the left 
semi-circle of no 3 
No I was double-struck at the upper left, there is a second 
centre square with a clearly visible legend However, there is a 
different positioning of the legend At the top ddngl is visible 
nght below that the letter^/ and. at the bottom of this second 
square ' shghai' can be distinguished 

\umismalic context 

Numisinaticall). the eastern part of the Chaghatasid realm is 
interior to the western part with respect to the number of mints 
and their production as is evidenced b> our present knowledge 
on Chaghata\id coins especially from the later period^ 
Almaligh the eastern capital, had its zenith of coin production 
during the period AH 650-680 / AD 1251-1281 From the 14th 
century, onl> silver dirhams from YesQn Timur (dated AH 740 / 
AD 1340) and Muhammad (in the east) AH 744 are known 
As compared with the Qarakhanid period, during the 
Cliaghata>id period Kashghar placed oiil> a very modest role as 
a mint Known are onl\ a tew silver pieces with the S-tamgha 
from the late 14th centurv (AH681-91 / AD 1291) and a number 
o( copper pieces issued b\ Mas Dd KhwarezmT. dated AH 660 
and 675 (see item b> Stefan Heidemann above) RecentK 
copper coins with the S-tamgha [AH 675 / AD 1276] some of 
them o\erstruck on the Mas ud pieces have appeared on the 
market Kashghar as a mint place seems to have made a further 
appearance onl> centuries later with the issue of the pieces of 
YaqQb(AH 1290/AD 1873) 

Historical context 

The history of the later Chaghata>id period in the Fast is 
preserved only tragmentaril) and is mainly based on the work of 
the historian Muhammad Haidar Dughlat His work has been 
referred to by several western historians on central Asia such as 
Grousset^ and Spuler*" 

Whereas, around 1363 AD. the Chaghatayids in the western 
part of Transoxania were succeeded by the ITmürids. Rmür did 
not succeed in sub)ugating the eastern part, Moghulistan In 
Moghulistan from about 1366 AD. the Dughlat emir Qamar al-
DTn and Chudaidad. his nephew possessed the real power 

Around 1446 AD, the power of the former Chaghata>id 
realm in Moghulistan was contested by several factions There 
was a civil war between Fsen Buqa II (J429-62) and his brother 
Yunus and. later, from 1487 between Yunus"s two sons Ahmad 
and Mahmüd Although Esen Buqa II died in 1462. it took until 
about 1472 for Yunus to become master in his appanage In his 
later years Yunus even reconquered some areas from the 
TTmQrids and he died around 1486 in Tashkent Thereafter, 
Moghulistan was divided between his 2 sons Mahmüd received 
the western part with Tashkent as its capital and Ahmad received 
the eastern part 

In the south-western larim region, however, including 
Kashghar, Yarkand and Khotan, the real power remained in the 
hands of the Dughlat clan Chudaidad's grandson Sayyid "AlT 
was the local ruler of Kashghar for more than 20 )ears (1433-
57) The struggle between Yunus's son Ahmad and the Dughlat 
clan for Kashghar and JengT Hisar lasted until 1499 and ended 
undecided After Ahmad's execution by the Uzbegs in 1508 
regional rulers such as Abu Bekir Dughlat and the governor of 
HamI, Muzaffar Khan, were practically independent until 1516 
when the central authority was restored by Said Khan According 
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to some sources Said was the son of Ahmad, whereas, according 
to other.s he belonged to the Alacha famil>' 

Although around 1531 the power of the Dughlat clan was 
much reduced bv Said Khan and his brother Mansür. some 
Dughlats still possessed high positions as evidenced b\ the 
historian Muhammad Haidar Dughlat who served under Said as 
commander in 1 adakh Only m 1541 did he leave the service of 
•Abd al-RashTd who succeeded his father Said in Kashghar And 
only at the end of the sixteenth century when the Chaghatayids 
had been restricted to Kashghana is Yarkand mentioned as the 
capital 

Conclusion 
If the reading ot the date as AH 850 / AD 1446 is correct 

these Kashgharian dangl were minted during the reign ol Lsen 
Buqa II (AH 837-67 / AD 1433-62) b> the Dughlat ruler Sayyid 
'AIT, well before the establishment of the afore-mentioned 
Yarkand khanate supposedly established in 1514 They bridge part 
of the large gap in Kashghar's numismatic history Parts of the 
legends especially on the reverse still need to be read with 
certainly and this will only be feasible with the discovery ot more, 
appropriate specimens 
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Coinage of Muhammad (Mehmed) II akches minted in 855 AH 
(in the light of a newly found hoard) 
by Kenneth LMacKenzie and Slobodan Sreekovie 

In recent >ears a lot of Ottoman coins have been found in 
hoards or in isolated finds on Balkan soil Most ot them were 
spread out upon excavations without further evidence hven 
though we have been tr>ing for more than 20 \ears to educate 
collectors and dealers to notice every find or hoards we have not 
succeeded in our efforts The political and economic situation has 
meant that museums have had insufficient money to purchase new 
material and Ottoman coins are not attractive because there are no 
specialists in museums for such coinage Although fiom tunc to 
time we have received information or notices about finds it is not 
sufficient in comparison to the number of com finds Each new 
find and hoard gives us an opportunity to learn more and to find 
some missing links 

Our good relationships with many Ottoman com collectors 
and dealers brought Iruiton several occasions One such occasion 
was in 1998 when we got permission to anal>se the hoard and 
later publish it The hoard was probably found in Bulgaria and the 
bulk of It turned up in Belgrade Tven so in the hoard there were 
no akches from rare or scarce mintplaces (probablv akches were 
selected, before selling) it was most instructive in the hoard of 
331 akches there were several different types of obverse Among 
them were types which had been published previousl> but there is 
a new one too (table # 3 - # 17 Sofia no 27) See tables 1 and 2 
below and the dCcompan>ing photographs 

In that part of the hoard that we were able to examine there 
were akches trom four different mintplaces Ayasluk Bursa, 
Edime and Sere/ Our opinion that some akches had been 
selected before selling was proved with several akches minted in 
855 All in Amasya in different collections which one ot the co
authors has not seen before In the hoard of akches there are 9 
different t>pes of obverses The design of the obverse at first sight 
seems to be the same but with careful inspection it could be seen 
that the text was placed in different positions (in different 
segments) Eight of those obverse variants were listed before in 
different sources' but the ninth one was unlisted That variant 
gives us the possibilit> of rounding off the system of coinage of 
the time and of foreseeing a variant which was probabl> minted 
then but which has not yet been listed 

It we mark akche obverses where the marginal text can be 
read outwards with capital letter B (letter A has been reserved for 
the coinage of 848 AH) and those where the text can be read 
inwards with capital letter C, then we can divide the coins into 
two groups Each of those groups we can divide into several sub
groups according to the positioning of the text Murad / Han / 
Azze nasruhu /855 Those sub-groups we can mark with letters a, 
b, c, d In group B there are different variations ot such 
obverses, so we can make sub-groups In group C there are similar 
variations and we can make subgroups there too Furthermore, in 
group C in two sub-groups there are variations in the way in 
which the word HAN is written. Such variation we will mark with 
the letter y 

r'group l"** group 

If we accept that akches were minted in EDIRNE or BURSA 
in the beginning of the second reign of Sultan Muhammad 
(Mehmed) II (as was the case with the previous coinage dated 

848 AH) then the mint in the capital FDIRNE belongs to group 
B and BURSA to group C The similarity in obverse type we can 
see b> comparing coin # 27 BURSA (C*a) and coins # 1 - 6 
AYASLUK FDIRNE SLREZ (B*a) The difference is onl> in 
the position from where the inscription can be read — inwards or 
outwards 

In the hoard the most representative are the akches of the 
first group, first sub-group of our obverse type B*a. There are 
294 akches of that type from 3 different mints Edirne, Serez 
and Ayasluk Two ot them Edirne and Sere? are represented 
with two kinds of the same obverse type basic B*a and 
sub variant B*ay. Other sub-groups in groups B and C are 
represented by only one mint, mostly with one or two akches 

In the segments beside the inscription there are some mint 
marks like dot(s) a dash or grass Those marks are usualIv 
placed near the word HAN or near the year 855. Akches from 
Rumelian mints (usually) have dots (or grass ) or placed in 
segments on the obverse but the Anatolian one has a dash 

Onl> one akche (no 3) was separated from the others 
because ot the error where the vcar had been written as 558 
The same error on the same obverse t>pe (B*a), was noticed on 
the unique akche minted in Bursa' We have to mention that one 
counterfeit akche (no 4) found m the hoard with the mint name 
[ dime belongs to the same tvpe of obverse 

Ihe second group C included akches of various sub-groups 
all of them minted in Bursa One of them akche no 27 with 
obverse Ivpc C*a was hitherto unlisted Even though we were 
tr>ing to find an> links (with the help of the reverse tvpe) among 
the obverse t>pcs so tar listed we could not arrive at an> 
conclusion which eould be confirmed with strong evidence We 
could onl> presume that aher the initial coinage using obverse 
tvpe 8*a the minting of akches similar to those continued in 
Anatolia with obverse t>pe C*a f hcse al̂ ches differ onl> in the 
position from which the legend can be read which in this case 
was placed outwards So at the beginning ot 855 AH the coinage 
in all operational mints worked with one type of obverse B*a, 
and some time after that the obverse type with the inscription 
which reads INWARDS was used in Rumelia and which read 
OUTWARDS was used in Anatolia Onlv in this wa> can we 
explain the previously listed akches minted m Bursa with B*a 
obverse type and the akche obverse t>pe CI *a and CI *b from 
the mint of Amasva 

The absence in the hoard of akches minted in NOVAR 
could be explained by the hoard being deposited before the 
reopening of the mint in the town ot Novo Brdo which was 
recaptured from the Ottomans on I June 1455 (860 AH) All 
akches minted in NOVAR listed so lar are with obverse type 
B*ay 

Conclusion: 
According to the tacts presented so far we can point out 

some important conclusions which could lead us to the correct 
way to understand the coinage of 855 AH 

1 With the initial minting of akches with year 855 AH, 
all operational mints worked with the same type of 
obverse 

2 After this initial system of obverse for the akches 
coinage in Rumelia and Anatolia were separated and a 
system was developed to prevent counterfeiting 

3 In Rumelia, the type of obverse was determined by the 
mint in Edirne, and in Anatolia, by the mint in Bursa 

4 In the beginning besides the mints in Edirne and 
Bursa mints in Ayasluk and Serez were in operation 

5 We were able to foresee at least one obverse type 
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which was used then, but which has not yet been listed. T K MacKenzie, "Alcches of Muhammad II (second reign)' 
6. Judging b> the obverse tvpes and interval of their Numismatic Circular. London. June \976,p 232 coin no 128 

changing, permission for coinage was sent b> Edime or 3. Slobodan Sreckovic 4fc/;ei, volume two (in preparation) 
Bursa for each new quantity of silver which was 
prescribed by law 

7. As the system for the prevention of counterfeiting was Table 1 

too complicated and ineffective it was abandoned in ^^jnt5 represented in the hoard 
865 AH' '̂  

Notes 

1 K MacKenzie "Akches of Muhammad ii (second rcign)". 
Numismatic Circular, London, June 1976 pp 231-3. 1 Artuk 
and C Artuk hA IIH I\ Sikkeye MeJalyalari Istanbul. 1946 
Paraschiva Slancu i)\ Viorel C ojocaru, 'Nota preliminara 
asuprd unu lezaur de aspn dm sec al XV-lea descopent in 
corn Pui Petrii jud la Lornita", Cercelarie Numismatice V, 
Bucurejti, 1983, pp 85 - 95. Photos of akches sent b> tugen 
Nicolau (Archaeological Institute. Bucharest) 

Table 2. 
Obverse and reverse types of the 331 akches examined. 

# 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

?. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

mintplace 

Ayasluk 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Edirne 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Serez 

Bursa (?) 

Bursa 2. 

Bursa 1. 

Bursa 2. 

Bursa 1. 

Bursa 1. 

Bursa 1. 

Bursa 1. 

Bursa 1. 

Bursa (?) 

ohv. 

B*a 

B*a 

B*a 

B*a 

B*ay 

B*ay - 0 

B*ay 

B*ay 

B*ay 

B * a y - o 

B*ay 

B*ay 

Bl*ey 

B * a - o 

B * a - e 

8 * a y - « 

B*ay 

B*a> 

B*ay 

B*ay 

B*ay 

B*ay 

B*a> 

B*b 

B*c 

B*cy- 0 

C*a 

Cl*a 

Cl*b 

Cl*b 

Cl*b 

Cl*b 

Cl*b 

Cl*c 

Cl*d 

Han 

c j t ? 

est? 
C0& 
LjlC7 

\y& 
c ^ 
C ^ 

t ^ 
•C^NF? 

e ^ 
u^S7 

^̂ Ê7 

o i c ? 

c>t3 
o t ? 

L ^ 

y& 
ti& 
i ^ 
L^& 
tfe-
Csfe-
u ^ 
ot:? 
o t ? 
^^£7 

L j t 7 

i_>l2? 

c>& 
Olc' 
<>>lĉ  
C j l c ? 

Cjlc^ 

C j l c » 

Ö Ê ? 

Cl*b ? 

rear 

A99 
AS 9 

dd^c. 
/ \ 9 9 
/ \ 9 6 
A 6 9 
A 9 9 
A 9 9 
A99 
A99 
A 9 9 
A 9 9 
/N99 
A 9 9 
A 9 9 
A 9 9 
/N99 
/^99 
A 9 9 
A 9 9 
A 9 9 
A 9 9 
A99 
A 9 9 
A^9 
A 9 9 
A 9 9 
A99 
A99 
A99 
A 9 9 
A 9 9 
A9.9 
A 9 9 
A99 

o 

re\: 

II 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

II 

11 

11 

11 

11 

41 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

II 

11 

II 

II 

11 

11 

11*1 

11 

11 

11*1 

11 

!1 

11*1 

11*1 

II 

11 

ornam 

<Z> 

' O 

<:r> 

KZDi 

Kr> 
< i > 

I-: - ) 

v a ^ 

< £ > 
t i j 

« O 

Total: 

pieces 

2 

2 

err. 1 

false 1 ' 

18 

28 

22 

1 

1 

1 

106 

36 

19 

1 

2 

1 

1 

3 

1 

16 

1 

1 

30 

1 

I 

1 

1 

4 

8 

4 

2 

1 

1 

4 

4 

4 

331 

18 

# 

1 

2 
-> 

4 

5 

Mintplace 

Ayasluk 

Bursa 

E d i m e 
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The First and Second Heliocles II/Hermaios Overstrikes 
By David MacDonald 

Recently I published a bronze of Heliocles II struck over a 
coin of Hemiaios as a contribution to R.C. Senior's general 
reassessment of late Indo-Greek chronology and history'. 
Communis opinio had long placed Heliocles II significantly earlier 
than Hermaios. This overstrike disrupts the previously accepted 
sequence of rulers and negates much that has been written about 
them. The visible traces of the host coin are relatively slight, best 
observable under high magnification, and not readily visible in a 
photograph, but the identification is certain. Only Hermaios' 
rectangular bronze features the title IQTIIPOI on the obverse 
and a horse on the reverse. 

Now a second example of the same overstrike has 
appeared on which the traces of the host coin are somewhat more 
easily legible and should assuage any remaining doubts that 
Heliocles II overstruck coins of Hermaios. On the obverse, a 
significant portion of Hermaios' name and the radiate cap of Zeus-
Mithraios are visible, and on the reverse, a portion of the horse 
and the mint monogram are distinct. 
The First Overstrike: 

A. Photo. B. Visible elements of host coin. C. General 
type and orientation of host coin. 

Overtype: Heliocles II Weight: 7.89 g Axis: 3600 Denomination: 
AE rectangular 24 mm X 19 mm: hemiobol 
Obverse: Diademed, dr. bust of Heliocles II r. [BASIAEOI] 
AIKAIOY HAIOKAEOYI 
Reverse: Elephant walking I. Kharoshthi legend: Maharajasa 
dhramikasa Heliyakreyasa. Monogram in field above elephant as 
O. Bopearachchi, Monnaies Gréco-Bactriennes et Indo-ürecques 
(Bibliothèque Nationale; Paris, 1991). p. 284 Série 7,10. This 
coin published by Senior and MacDonald. Decline, pp. 9-11. 
Host Coin: Hermaios Axis: 3600 
Obverse: Bust of Zeus-Mithraios r., wearing long cap. radiate. 
BAXIAEai inTHPOI EPMAIOY 
Visible: Trace of bottom of bust and [ ] laTHPOS E[ ] 
Reverse: Horse r., foreleg raised. Kharoshthi legend: Maharajasa 
tratarasa Heramayasa. Monogram illegible. Type as 
Bopearachchi, Monnaies, p. 263 Série 9. 
Visible; Substantial traces of horse and slight traces of legend. 

The Second Overstrike: 

\ . Photo. 6. Visible elements of host coin. C. General 
type and orientation of host coin. 

Overtype as llr.sl overstrike but weight 8.12 g.. rev. Kharoshthi 
legend Maharajasa dhramikasa Heliyakreyasa. and monogram in 
field below elephant as Bopearachchi. Monnaies Gréco-
Bactnennes et Indo-Crecques. p. 284 Série 7C'. 

Host coin as first overstiike but monogram in lower r. field as 
Bopearachchi. Monnaies Gréco-Bticinennes el Indo-Grecqiies. 
p. 263 Séiie 9D Visible remains of obverse: Large portion of 
lone cap and ra\s. portion of bust termination. BAllAEfJS | JS 
EPfjAll ] 
Visible remains of re\ersc: foreleg, chest, rump. tail, and back 
leg of horse, monogram. 

The Ovcrstriking Phenomenon 
Despite longstanding interest in them, onl) about thirty 

Indo-Greek overstrikes have been published, and many are 
unique specimens". Only overstruck rectangular bronzes are 
encountered with some regularity, and Heliocles II's overstrikes 
are relativeK much more common than all others: six published 
over Strato I and Agathokleia, two published over Strato I alone 
(and two more known to me), one published over Antialcidas. 
and now two specimens over Hermaios. one previously 
published and one new here. 

Political motives are often imputed to ovcrstriking, 
somefimes with good reason, for example the overstrikes of 
the Seleucid Demetrius I over his rival Timarchus.' Indo-Greek 
rulers engaged in equally bitter confiicts, but it is implausible 
that Heliocles II ordered petty bronzes overstruck out of political 
rivalry but ignored the larger, more valuable, and impressive 
silver coins of the same rulers, which circulated without 
interference alongside Heliocles II's own abundant silver issues. 
It also seems unlikely that Heliocles II overstruck bronzes 
because of increased demand for bronze coinage or because 
Scythian advances cut off the supply of metal necessary for new 
coins. Ovcrstriking does not increase the number of coins, but 
rather just alters the identity of the issuing authority. 

More likely. Heliocles II demonetised earlier rectangular 
bronzes and remonetised them by ovcrstriking as a revenue 
raising strategy. Ancient bronze coins were usually highly over
valued in relation to the worth of their actual metal content. The 
issuing authority established the artificially high value by 
guaranteeing the acceptability of coin for payment of debts and 
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taxes Governments also could and did demonetise over-valued 
bronze coins by decree and remonetisea them tor a fee by 
recoining, countermarking or overstnking hi effect, the 
government collected a fax on bron/e coinage in circulation'' 
Parallels can be found elsewhere m the ancient Greek world as 
early as the first half of the touith centurv B C in Europe during 
the Middle Ages and in the Middle F ast until quite recentl>' 

In contract the metal worth of most ancient silver coins equalled 
their official value, so they could not be readil> demonetised and 
subject to this sort of mass ovtrstiiking fc/i profit 

Notes 
1 R C Senior and D MacDonald I he Decline of the Indo-

Greek% (Monographs of the Hellenic Numismatic Society No 
2 Athc.is 1998) 

2 The basic work on Indo-Oreek ovei strikes O Bopearachchi 
"Moniiaies indo-grecquts surfrappces ' Revue Numismafique 
(1989) 49-79 supplemented by the works lisied in Senior and 
MacDonald Decline 11 n 6 to which may be now added R C 
Senior "Menandcr versus /oilos - Another Overstrike " ONS 
Newsletter \o /50 (Autumn 1996) 12 RC Senior "Vonones, 
Maues and the Early Indo-Scythic Succession" Oriental 
Numimiatic Studies Vol I ed D Handa (Delphi 1996) II-
44, RC Senior 'An Indo-Circek Overstrikc ' OAS \eMsletler 
No hi (Wintci 1997) 10 

3 A Houghton " I imarchus as king in Babylonia" RN (1979) 
213-217 

4 The best explanation ot this sort of overstnkn.g M Widavvski 
'The txchange of Coins in the Bosporan State in the 3rd 
Centurv BC Hiasomosci \umizmatye:nc 34(1991) 101-112 
developing on the earlier vsoiks ot H Seyrig 'Antiquites 
Synennes 67 Monnaies conteimarquees en Syne ' S\ria 35 
(1958)187-190 and G 1 eRider Contiemarques et surtrappes 
dans lAntiquite grecque," \umismatique antique f^rohlema 
el methodes (Nancy 1 ouvain 197s) 27-'i6 

5 For d marvelous nineteenth centurv parallel Major H B 
Lumsden Fhe Mission to Qandahar (Calcutta 1860) 105 as 
quoted by S Album 'Ihe Anonvnious Coinage of the 
Barak/ays and Their Rivals in Afghanistan A Reappraisal," 
Supplement to 0\S hcMsletter 159 (Spring 1999) 18 

By far the most significant concentration of these coins outside 
the Fitzwilliam Museum was noted in the collection of veteran 
numismatist Ken Wiggins I am grateful to Ken for allowing me 
to stud> these coins and to Stan Goron for photographing them 
The coins ma> be described as follows -

12 Wt 13 2 g 
obv A hexafoil surrounded by a circle of dots Below it, traces 
of Bhilsa written in Persian The entire motif is enclosed in a 
circular border (see drawing and photo I 2) 
rev A rectangular punch, enclosing a symbol similar to that seen 
on com I above, but with the leaf executed somewhat differently 
A date (1236) in Persian numerals can be clearly seen above the 
leaf Keeping in congruence with one of the characteristics of 
these issues, the coin is counterstruck upon another issue of the 
same mint 

13 Wt 13 5gm 
obv A Chauri (fly whisk) pointing to right Bhiha m Persian 
below It Traces of numerals seen above the whisk, that may 
stand for '49' (See drawing and photo 1 3 For an explanation of 
the number see my previous paper) 
re\ Blank 

14 Wt I5 75gm 
obv Within a rectangular enclosure, a sword with its tip pointing 
left Bhilsa in Persian below it the numerals '49' can be seen 
above the sword, executed in a rather crude form (see drawing 
and photo 1 4) 
rev Blank 

15 Wt I5 7gm 
obv Within a hexagonal enclosure Alamgirpur written in 
Persian It may be noted that this name was given to Bhilsa by 
Aurangzeb and was still in vogue in the early 19th centur> (see 
drawing and photo 1 5) 
rev Blank 

Copper Issues of the Bhilsa Mint- 11 

In issue no 160 of the ONS newsletter, 1 published some 
copper coins of the Bhilsa mint, issued under the control of 
the Sindhias of Gwalior between c 1809-1840 While 
describing the coins I had remarked that the copper coinage of 
Bhilsa may be divided into two distinct serie-- and those 
comprising the second series will be the subject of a 
subsequent article They are being described in this article 
But before 1 proceed to describe the coins of the second series it 
will be worthwhile to report some new varieties of the coins of the 
first series that have been noted since the publication of my 
previous article It may be remembered that all the coins published 
in that article came from the collection of the Fitzwiliam Museum, 
Cambridge While going through the photographs I had taken at 
the American Numismatic Societv a couple of >ears back, 1 
noticed a new variety of the Bhilsa copper coins I he coin maj be 
described as follows -

I I Wt 13 54 g the coin has no accession number 
obv A Bael leaf pointing to left Below it Bkiha written in 
Persian script Above the leal the date 1236 in Persian numerals 
(see drawing 1 1) 
rev Blank 

Some other new varieties were noticed in private colleetions in 
Bombav and \MI1 be described in a future newsletter 

1 6 Wt 16 4gm 
obv A triangular 'mountain' symbol within a double circular 
border The mintname 'ilamgirpui arranged around it in three 
sections each along a side of the triangle as 'Alam gir/pur (see 
drawing 1 6) 
rev Blank 

In m> last paper 1 had discussed the chronological placement of 
these coins as evident from some of them that were counterstruck 
on coins of Bhopal One more such coin has come to light, from 
Ken's cabinet and 1 describe it as follows -

17 Wt 15 3 gm 
obv Alamgirpur within a hexagon as on com 7 
rev Traces of Fateh in Persian with a scimitar placed in the loop 
of He This type has been attributed to Bhopal (KM 21c) (see 
photo 1 7) 

None of the coins in the Fitzwilliam collection had a 
chronological detail apart from '49' on them My inference that 
the> may have been issued between c 1809-1840 was based 
entirely upon the internal chronology offered by some of the 
coins and the fact that two of them were counterstruck on coins 
ot Bhopal as in the case of coin 9 above Some of the new 
varieties being reported here have the date 1236 conceivably in 
the Hegira era that corresponds to 1821-22 AD, thus confirming 
the inference drawn in my first article 
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Commg to the mam subject of this paper the second seiies of 
Bhilsa copper corns we see that it is of an entirely different fabric 
to the first As noted earher Ken Wiggins tried to draw attention 
towards these coins in ONS newsletter no 43 June 1976 but his 
quer} failed to elicit an\ response trom the readers Coins of the 
second series are bifacial and display symbols that are ornately 
executed as against the simplistic and primitive forms seen on 
coins of the first series They are enclosed within ornate borders 
However both series are linked with each other insofar as the 
nature of the symbols is concerned - because even though thej 
differ in execution essentially they are same as will be evident 
when they are described below It may be seen that the Kalar, the 
Chaun, the Fish the Axe and the Pennant occur on coins of both 
the series, albeit executed differently The reason for this artistic 
and innovative change in the coin design can not be ascertained 
satisfactorily It is an interesting instance wherein a deliberate 
attempt has been made not to affect the symbolic identity of these 
coins even though their form and appearance have been drastically 
altered In this manner the role of these coins as a communicative 
medium is not affected It would be worthwhile to research v\hat 
sotio-political connotations these symbols had at Bhilsa 
However, being a subject of a more generalised study no such 
attempt has been undertaken here Most of the known coins ot the 
second series bear clear dates and from these it is evident that the 
time lapse between the cessation of the first series and the issuing 
of the second is indeed ver\ small In the light of this fact the 
change in design becomes even more intriguing 
The coins of the second series bear a h>brid Persian-Devanagari 
legend That means that even though the language ol the 
inscription is Persian it is inscribed in the De\anagari script, in a 
somewhat corrupt rendering The legend on these coins reads 
Jarabi Bhilsa which is a crude Devanagari version ot the Persian 
7arb i Bhilsa or 'the strike (stamp) of Bhilsa' I his feature is in 
concordance with the short and crude legends seen on some of the 
coins of first series where this phenomenon of Persian being 
transcribed in Devanagari had been observed However coins of 
the second series do not show shortning of any part ot the legend 
as IS the case with issues of the first series Another prominent 
feature of the coins of the second series is the symbol of a spear 
that occurs on the obverses of all the known coins The spear has 
been known as a symbol with a distinct Sindhia affinity and 
occurs as such on several copper issues from U|jain lawad 
Gwalior Fort and Lashkar mints It is also seen on the rupees of 
Sindhia mints such as Gwahor Fort Lashkar Isagarh Shadhurah 
and Seorha 

The coins of the second series rest chiefly in the collections ot 
Ken Wiggins and the American Numismatic Society New York 
The provenance of a com is noted specifiacall) in each case 

2 1 Wt 16 42 gm American Numismatic Society (no accession 
number given) - see photo 2 I 
obv A vertical spear in the centre dividing the field into two 
compartments In the left compartment a floral bud on a stalk and 
other foliate designs are seen Legend in two lines above reading 
Jaraba{s\c)lBhelasa executed crudely The tip of the spear • 
divides the legend between Jara and Ba and between Bhela and 
Sa This remains the standard feature for legend arrangement for 
most of the coins listed below The date 1242 is placed at 4 
o'clock in the right compartment 

rev A Chaun in the center surrounded by tiny leaves a trifoliate 
symbol amongst them to the left and other decorative marks 

2 2 Wt 16 45 American Numismatic Society (no accession 
number) - see photo 2 2 
obv Same as above but only parts of the legend visible the 
Devanagari letters executed somewhat differently Only the first 

three digits of the date are seen, and there is an elaborate floral 
design below the spear and the bud 
rev Same as coin no 1 

2 3 Wt I7 45gm Ken Wiggins Collection-see photo 2 3 
ob\ Same as no I but only part of the legend and two digits of 
the date visible 
rev A decorative battle axe in the centre flanked by floral motifs 
on both sides Other foliate decorations seen towards the blade ot 
the a\e 

2 4 Wt I8 7gm Ken Wiggins Collection - see photo 2 4 
obv Same as no 1 but borders and the date invisible The 
legend shows differences in the execution ot the characters 
rev A double Pennant or lai ipataka the Maratha flag A branch 
with a drooping trifoliate bud to its left 

2 5 Wt I8()5gm American Numismatic Society (no accession 
number) see photo 2 5 
obv Same as no I but the phonetic sign of'i'on top of Jarabi'is 
clearly seen Date not clear but may be 1242 
rev A fish curved to left with foliate decoration around 

2 6 Wt 17 04 gm American Numismatic Societv (no accession 
number) see photo 2 6 
obv Virtually the same as no I but the legend is placed and 
arranged in a slightlv different manner In this case the mintname 
IS split between the lines and it reads Jaraha Bhe lasa The spear 
divides the upper line after Ju/a and the lower line after la The 
date IS placed below the character Sa and reads 1244 in this case 
fhis indicates that the com is a later issue as compared with 
other varieties described above 
rev A stalk with six leaves tuo oi which are solidly executed 
Other tin> leaves emanating from the border form the ancillary 
foliate decoration 

2 7 Wt I8 2gm Ken Wiggins C ollection-see photo 2 7 
obv Oblitrated by wear but it can be safely surmised that it has 
yet another legend arrangement Here the characters 'lasa' are 
seen immediately to the left of the spear's blade which indicates 
that the spear divides the lower line at a different place than that 
seen on coin 6 In all probability therefore this com also is a later 
issue 
rev A Katai placed vertically between two stalks with drooping 
trifoliate buds 

/ a. / -s 
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Catalogue of British India Passes, Tickets, Checks and Tokens 
Part IX - Finance, Control & Collection Tokens 
By Bob Puddester 

The drawings in this article are derived from crude sketches made 
in the Calcutta and Bombay Mints during research visits in the 
1980s. Therefore, while many details illustrated are not to scale 
and are approximate, every effort has been made to include those 
points necessary to ensure recognition. If edge type or weight is 
known it is noted. The numbering system follows the book 
Catalogue of British India Historical Medals: these checks, 
passes, tickets and tokens will eventually be incorporated into 
a new three volume edition. 

993.3 FINANCE, CONTROL & COLLECTION TOKENS 

PAY & ACCOUNTS OFnCE fOKENS 

993.3.1 PAY & ACCOUNTS OFFICE CENT RAL BOARD 

Obverse In centre very stylised: P A C B 
Reverse Around border: • PAY AND ACCOUNIS 

CENTRAL BOARD 
Below top centre hole: OFFICE 

Diameter: 38 mm Metal: Brass 
Round. Hole at top centre. First issue January 1925. 
Destroyed 27 July 1938. Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.2 PAY & ACCOUNT S OFFICE SURVEY OF INDIA 

Obverse Very stylised: P A S I 
Reverse- Around border: • PAY AND ACCOUNT 

OFFICE • SURVEY OF INDIA 
In top part of centre section: TOKEN N " 

Diameter: 38 mm Metal: Brass 
Round.Hole at centre top. First issue February 1925. 
Defaced 27 July 1938. Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.3 P ̂ Y & ACCOUNTS OFFICE BANGALORE 

Obverse same as reverse of 993.3.1 with 
BANGALORE substituted for CENl RAL BOARD 
Reverse blank 
Diameter: 38 mm Metal: Brass 
Round. Hole at top centre. First ibsue I January 1925. 
Defaced 27 July 1938. Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.4 PAY & ACCOUNTS OFFICE - MISCELLANEOUS 
CENTR -\L DEPARTMFN TS - CALCU f 1A 

Obverse st>lised: M C O (Miscellaneous Central 
Office) 

Reverse Around bolder: • PAY OFFICE MISC: • 
CFNTRAI DEPTS: 

Diam ler: 38 mm Metal: Brass 
Round. Hole at top centre. First issue 24 February 
1926 Defaced 27 Jul) 1938. Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.5 PAY & ACCOUNT S OFFICF, ^ NORIH WEST 
IRON flFR PROVINCES - PESHAWAR 

Obverse: Around a wide border at top: P. & A. O. N. 
W. F. P. A number impressed within a 
scroll in top third: 837 

Reverse. Around a wide border at bottom: P. & A. O. 
N. W. F. P. A number impressed within a 
scroll in top third: 837 

Diameter: 40 mm Metal: Brass E: P W; 17.17 g 
Round. Large central hole 14 mm. First issue 8 May 
1929. Defaced 27 July 1938. Calcutta Mint. (Sent to 
Pay and Accounts Office through officer on special 
duty Finance Department at Camp Lahore). 
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993.3.6 DISTRICTS ACCOUNTS OFFICE 
DEPARTMENT - RAWALPINDI 

PAY 

(This token is outside the parameters of this catalogue 
but is included here to indicate that similar tolcens 
continued after independence). 

Obverse Star and crescent emblem of Pakistan 
Impressed 463 

Reverse Around border at top in tow lines: DIS 1 RICT 
ACCOUNTS OFFICE / PAY 
DEPARIMENT 
Below central hole: RAWALPINDI 

Diameter: 38 mm Metal: Brass E: P 
Round Central hole Mint unknown, probablv Lahore. 

993.3.9 CURRENCY OFFICE COUNTER - CALCUTTA 

CURRENCY OFFICE 

C O U N T E R 

C A L C U T T A 

Obverse In top half on tow lines: 
CURRENCY OFFICE / COUNTER 
At bottom- CALCUTTA 

Reverse Blank 
Diameter- 35 x 22 mm (14 mm at ends) Metal: Brass 
Oblong with straight ends. No hole. First issue March 
1923. Dies destroyed 28 April 1938. Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.10 CURRENCY OFFICE - LAHORE 

Obverse Same as 993.3.5 except inscription-
CURRENCY OFFICE LAHORE 

Reverse Same as 993.3.5 except inscription: 
CURRENCY OFFICE LAHORE 

Diameter: 38 mm Metal' Brass 
Round. Centre hole 14 mm. First issue 1923. Defaced 1 
April 1938 Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.7 PAPER CURRENCY OFFICE - CALCU F1A 99393.11 SECURIl Y PRINTING INDIA 

Obverse Around border: •̂  PAPER CURRENCY 
OFFICE •̂  CALCUTTA 

Reverse Blank 
Diameter. 38 mm Metal: Brass 
Round. No hole. Issue date not known but based on 
placement in mint die-impression register probably made 
prior to 993.3.8 and thus pre-1911. Destroyed 28 April 
1938. Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.8 PAPER CURRENCY OFFICE - RANGOON 

Obverse Same as 993 3 7 with RANGOON in place of 
CALCUTTA 

Reverse Blank 
Diameter: 38 mm Metal- Brass 
Round. Hole top centre under CURRF.NCY First issue 
February 1911 Destroyed 10 November 1938. Calcutta 
Mint 

Obverse At top centre a royal crown. Curved above 
centre hole SECURITY 
Below centre hold curved- PRINTING 
At bottom: INDIA 

Reverse Within a circle above centre hole impressed: F 
Within oval at bottom impressed: 023 

Diameter: 38 mm Metal: Nickel E- P W- 22.39 g 
Round. Hole in centre Bombay Mint. 

Security Printing India was a commercial department of 
government under the Finance Department. 

993 3 11 CURRENCY NOTE PRESS - BRITISH INDIA 

This token is similar to the next except it is square and 
the royal crown replaces the independent India symbol. 

Obverse At top centre a royal crown. Below crown 
curved CURRENCY 
Below centre hole curved: NOTE PRESS 

Reverse Blank Diameter. 38 mm Metal Not known 
Square with round corners. Centre hole Bombay Mint. 
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993.3.12 CURRENCY NOTE PRESS - fNDEPENDENT INDIA 

Obverse: At top centre the Asoka lion pedestal, symbol 
of independent India. Belo symbol curved: 
CURRENCY 
Below centre hole curved: NOTE PRESS 

Reverse: Two oval spaces; One near top has impressed: 
AN Lower near bottom border impressed: 60 

Diameter: 38 mm Metal: Bron/e E: P W: 22.34 g 
Round. Hole in centre. Mint not known but almost 
certainly Bombay 

This piece is outside the scope of this catalogue but is listed to 
illustrate the continuity of tokens after independence. 

CONTROLLER & AUDIT OEFICE(R) TOKENS 

993.3.13 CONTROLLER OF FOOD ACCOUNTS 

993.3.15 CONTROLLER OF SUPPI Y ACCOUNTS -
CALCUTTA 

Obverse. Same as 993.3.15 
Reverse- Same as 993.3.15 
Diameter: 31 mm Metal: Brass 
Square with rounded comers. Hole in centre. First issue 
7 Februarv 1941. Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.15 and 993.3.16 are identical but a supply was made for 
both the Controller of Supply Accounts in New Delhi and his 
counterpart in Calcutta. They are listed separately as the number 
or letters impressed on the re\erse mav identify' the issuing office. 

993.3 17 CON FROLLER OF SUPPLY .ACCOUNTS-
BOMBAY 

4^ 
O 
cc 

QV ^Ufifi 
'^J> 

O o 
o 

•BOMBAY* 

Obverse Around border: • CONTROLLER OF 
SUPPLY ACCOUNTS • BOMBAY 

Reverse- Blank 
Diameter: 31 mm Metal' Unknown 
Octagonal. Hole in centre. Bombay Mint. 

While outside the scope of this catalogue, it ma\ be noted here 
that the Calcutta Mint made a token for the Comptroller General 
Siam. The token was similar in appearance to 993.3.7 without a 
hole, same size 38 mm. copper, blank reverse, with the obverse 
legend: ^ COMPTROLLER GENERAL + SIAM 
Date of issue not know but defaced on 7 January 1939. 

Obverse: Stylised: C F A 
Reverse: At top centre: C 

At left: F At right: A 
Diameter: 31 mm Metal: Brass 
Square with rounded comers. Hole in centre. First issue 
25 May 1943. Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.14 CONTROLLER OF SUPPLY ACCOUNTS -
DELHI 

•NEW 

Obverse: Stylised: C S A 
Reverse: At top centre: C 

At bottom left: S At bottom right: A 
Diameter: 31 mm Metal: Brass 
Square with rounded comers. Hole in centre. First issue 
7 February 1941. Calcutta Mint. 

993.3.18 AUDirOFUCF, INDIAN STORES DEPARIMENT 
-NEW DELHI 

A 

V 

o 
D 

0 
5 

Oèverjé" Very stylised: A I S D (The centre hole 
provides the "O" for "Officer"). 

Reverse: At top left: A To right: O 
Left of centre: I Right of centre: S 
At bottom centre: D 

Diameter: 32 mm Metal: Brass 
Square with rounded comers. Hole in centre. First issue 
10 November 1937. Calcutta Mint. 
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9933 3 19 CALCUTTA COLl ECTORATE - STAMP DEPT 

It IS assumed that these tokens were used either as repiai-ements tor 
money or as payment for a period of work Information from 
members who know more about their use would be ver> welcome 

Sources 
1 Calcutta and Bomba> Mint records 
2 Personal collection 

Obverse Around border + CALCU I FA 
COLLFC rORAPE + STAMP DI PT 

Reverse Blank 
Diameter 32 mm Metal Brass 
Round No hole F-irst issue 1902 Destroyed 16 
November 1938 

Rarities of the Reign Title TAI HE 
A record of the Tai He Tong Bao 10 cash in Normal Scnpt 

and Tai He Zhong Bao 3 cash in Seal Script 

Gilbert Tan. Wu Xiankang 
Singapore, 09-May-98 

In recent years, even with the proliferation ot ancient Chinese cash in the marketplace, nevertheless, the 
coins of Liao, Western Hsia, Jin and Yuan Dynasties are still sought after Amongst these, the most 
beautiful is the Tai He large cash The reign title Tai He was used by the Jin monarch Zhang Tsung as his 
third reign title The records indicate him as having cast the Tai He Zhong Bao 10-cash in Seal Script during 
the fourth year and eighth month of Tai He (1204 A D ) The other varieties of Tai He coins must have also 
been cast around this time up until the eighth year of Tai He (1208 A D ) when the new reign title Da An was 
adopted Apart from the relatively common Tai He Zhong Bao 10-cash in Seal Script, all other varieties of 
the reign title Tai He are either very scarce or very rare The small cash, 2-cash and 3-cash Tai He Tong Bao 
in Normal Script are very scarce, with the small cash being the rarest among these three The ultra-large 
10 cash Tai He Zhong Bao in Seal Script is also very hard to find But the rarest are the 10-cash Tai He 
Tong Bao in Normal Script and the 3-cash Tai He Zhong Bao in Seal Scnpt What follows is a discussion on 
the discoveries, pieces known and authentication methods for these two rarest types 

(/) "Tai He Tong Bao" 10-cash in Normal Script 

This variety of coins bearing the reign title of Tai 
He IS very rare The earliest known two pieces were 
uncovered during the Republican period in the Peiping 
District One had a wide outer rim and thick writing 
strokes (Rubbing A) while the other had a narrow outer 
rim and fine writing strokes (Rubbing B), the latter piece 
being the largest known to exist Both pieces were 
initially bought by dealer Fong Song Quan The 
Rubbing A piece passed through renowned collector 
Tao Xing Lu's hands before ending up with Shanghai's 
Sen Zhi Chuo The Rubbing B piece was sold to Zhao 
Guan Zi Both these pieces now rest in the Chinese 
Historical Museum which is located next to the Tian An 
Men Square in Beijing due to the generous donations of 
these collectors Before letting these pieces go, Mr Fong 
had used these two coins as mother coins to cast multiple 
fakes which appear very real as such 
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A 
actual size 44 mm 

B 
actual size 46 mm 



Only in the 1980s were more pieces discovered, 
however these were different varieties being smaller and 
each with a narrow rim. The calligraphic style resembled 
that of the Rubbing B piece but the thickness of the 
strokes were between the first two. One piece (Rubbing 
C) was acquired by the Shanghai Currency Museum 
which is located in the city centre after being certified 
genuine by renowned ancient Chinese coin expert, Sun 
Zhong Hui, who was also the chief curator of the 
ancient coins section at that time. In his book entitled 
Ancient Coins (April 1990), this piece is described as "a 
smaller size and fine strokes variety". One of the authors 
of this article was also fortunate to have acquired a piece 
(Rubbing D) in recent years from a dealer in Beijing. 
There is also one piece (Rubbing E) depicted in the book 
The Preservation and Authentication of Ancient Coins 
(November 1985) which Mr.Sun commented as being "a 
fake cast from a real piece". In Aithur Braddan Coole's 
Coins in China's History (1965), there is a photograph of 
a coin similar in calligraphic variety to the Rubbing D 
piece (Illustration F). 

From inspecting Rubbing A, one can discern that 
it was written with the kind of style normally associated 
with monarchs. It also has the feel of having been 
penned by someone who was a Nuchen (the original 
tribe of the Jin Dynasty) but yet was conversant with 
Song calligraphy. It has an overall northern look and 
feel. This piece is also the only known of the variety. In 
the book The Origin and Development of Chinese Money 
(1939), Harry Glathe presents the Yang Ming Hsiu 
collection in photographic miniatures, including one 
(Illustration G) of a fake made from the Rubbing A 
piece. To date, no other fakes of this variety have been 
seen by the authors. 

D 
actual size 42.5 mm 

actual si7e 41.5 min 

The Rubbing B variety was written in a 
completely different style from the Rubbing A one; 
hence it was named unusual variety by posthumous 
ancient coin expert and legend Ma Ding Xiang. The 
beauty of this coin stems not only from the overall 
calligraphy but also from the intricate end points of each 
brushed stroke, made undoubtedly by a Song hand. Not 
being able to inspect these original pieces, we are unable 
to comment on their appearance in reality; but from the 
spaciousness and fineness of the writing, we would not 
be surprised if they were true mother coins. The author 
has seen the Rubbing C piece during a visit to the 
Shanghai Currency Museum and speculates that it may 
be from the North, since it has some patination 
remaining which looks that way. The calligraphy 
matches the style of the Rubbing B piece and hence 
would have been written by the same person. 

The Rubbing D and E pieces as well as the Arthur Coole piece look identical and probably came from 
the same casting mother coin. When compared with Rubbing C, they are also clearly by the same hand, but 
from a different casting mother coin as there are some obvious discrepancies in character definition. Whether 
the Rubbing D and E pieces are another legitimate variant of the "smaller size and fine strokes variety" or the 
"children" of the Rubbing C variety is worth investigating. The Rubbing D and E pieces are worn pieces with 
clear aging characteristics. A close inspection of the reverse of the Rubbing D piece reveals aged red 
patination that is naturally embedded in the field. Also, the style of the inner and outer rims is identical to that 
of the common lO-cash Seal Script coin. Mr.Sun had commented that the outer rim and the innermost section 
of the inner rim of the Rubbing E piece did not possess signs of natural aging, but the author's Rubbing D 
piece clearly has these. Moreover, a comparison of the sizes of the Rubbing C, D and E pieces would show 
that they are similar both in coin and character size. Hence it is unlikely that the Rubbing C piece could have 
given rise to the Rubbing D and E pieces. Even if that had been possible, the first (top horizontal) stroke of the 
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He (bottom) character on the Rubbing C piece being obviously shorter than the Rubbing D and E pieces in 
length and stroke would eliminate any remaining possibility. A further point is that the presence of patination 
in the Bao (left) character on the Rubbing C piece makes the line patterns appear shallower and thus would 
not be able to cause a replication of the fineness and depth of this character on the Rubbing D and E pieces. 
Also, the Tong (right) character on the Rubbing C piece is connected to the inner rim, probably caused by 
excess copper from the casting. This phenomenon is absent on the Rubbing D and E pieces. Finally, one 
should not discredit a coin on the basis of the absence of clearcut genuine patination, which is the case for the 
Rubbing D and E pieces, as the more common 10-cash Seal Script pieces more often than not come in that 
manner. I wonder if Mr.Sun has some other reason for suspecting the Rubbing E piece. 

In the early 1990's, a Shanghai friend presented me 
with a photograph (Illustration H) of a piece whose 
calligraphic style was similar to the Rubbing C piece but it 
appeared a little larger and the characters were not 
connected to the inner nor outer rims. The gaps between the 
characters and the two rims were however, smaller than that 
of the Rubbing B piece and the characters were a little out of 
shape, giving a feeling of suspicion as to the coin's 
authenticity. Also, there were signs of excess copper from 
casting which is often a sign of recasting from a normal 
issue coin and not the mother coin. Hence we believe this 
may be a fake cast from the Rubbing B piece by Mr.Fong as 
explained earlier. 

In an April 1997 coin auction in Japan, there appeared 
a coin with the calligraphic style of the Rubbing C piece 
(Rubbing I). However, it is notably smaller both in overall 
coin size as well as character size. This may well be the fake 
of the Rubbing C variety or piece as speculated upon by Mr 
Sun earlier as it has a malformed central square hole, which 
is one tell-tale sign of faking using a real coin as the mother, 
where the real coin does not have a very square hole to 
begin with. 

A few months ago, someone sent me a piece 
(Illustration J) which is full of patination and hardened soil. 
But on examining the exposed characters, it can be 
ascertained that the characters are of thick strokes. The outer 
and inner rims are also smaller than the Rubbing D piece, 
hence giving rise to suspicion that it may be recast from a 
Rubbing C or D variety. Even more recently, I came across 
a small piece (thin character strokes variety) written in a 
new calligraphic style (Illustration K). This coin has an old 
outer coat to the metal and is similar in size and overall 
appearance to the Rubbing D piece. The characters are 
finely written and at a glance, there is a good overall feel to 
the coin. However, it does not match the overall look and 
feel of the other Tai He coins which causes one to suspect 
that it may be a late Ching Dynasty or Republican period 
fake. I hope one of you numismatists out there may be able 
to shed light in it. 

Recently, an article in Japan was boasting of a Tai He 
Tong Bao 10-cash coin in Normal Script (Rubbing L). The 
calligraphic style is not only very different from the known 
ones, but it is also very poorly written. As such, another one 
bites the dust. 

actual size 41.5 mm 

K 
actual size 42 mm 

From the above, we can gather that the Tai He Tong Bao 10-cash coin in Normal Script is undoubtedly 
a sought after and rare coin and this may be because it was a trial issue which led to the normal issue Tai He 
Zhong Bao 10-cash coin in Seal Script. To date, the different varieties known are; the wide outer rim and 
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thick writing strokes one (Rubbing A), the large piece with narrow outer rim and fine writing strokes 
(Rubbing B) [both the above are unique], the smaller piece with the calligraphic style of Rubbing B (Rubbing 
C - IS also the only known and may have been used to mother some fakes before entering the Shanghai 
Currency Museum), another variety similar to the Rubbing C one (Rubbings D & E) which is still being 
studied Rubbing E has not been sighted and so we cannot be sure But the Illustration D piece is clearly 
genuine based on the calligraphy and overall look and feel The embedded red patination is another factor 
supporting Its authenticity Regardless of whether the 10-cash Normal Script Tai He Tong Bao is a trial issue 
or an early sample issue, both of which can explain the many varieties, we can say that there are three main 
varieties and two minor variations within one of them All the sighted pieces are virtually unique The 
legendary Ma Ding Xiang lost an iron piece of the 10-cash Normal Script during the Cultural Revolution It is 
a pity that we are unable to view this supposedly different \ariety now 

(2) "Tai He Zhang Bao" 3-cash in Seal Script 

This coin is very rare with only three pieces known to exist The first piece was 
owned by Liu Yen Ting and subsequently ended up with the great Japanese collector, 
Mr Hirao (Rubbing M) This coin has characters with thick stroke» and little or no 
patination The Shanghai Currency Museum in more recent times acquired a similar 
variety with thin strokes which was in almost uncirculated condition (Rubbing N) The 
author was very fortunate to have chanced across the Rubbing P piece on a visit to 
Hangzhou in 1993 This piece originally had been worn on the waist by a monk for 
many years who stayed in the most famous temple there 

Many people do not believe in this 3-cash Seal Script coin because the 
marketplace is full of fakes (See assortment of Rubbings Ql to Q4) A careful inspection 
of the different pieces would reveal obvious calligraphic inconsistencies The 
calligraphy on the real pieces all have a particular beauty about them which is also felt 
on the 10-cash Seal Script version The author's piece (Rubbing P) has very soothing 
and natural-looking characters (even though it is quite worn), much better than the 
uncirculated fakes in the Rubbing Q selection The known fakes have all been freshly 
concocted from the rubbings of the known pieces Unlike the 10-cash Normal Script 
com, the absence of genuine pieces makes faking this 3-cash Seal Script coin a much 
harder task Also, being a smaller coin, even had there been genuine pieces to fake from, 
the characters would alter in shape more easily and so the fake "children" would not 
come out too well To date, we have not seen any fakes made from a real coin used as 
the mother 

Further, electron spectroscopy reveals that the 10-cash (Rubbing D) and the 
3-cash (Rubbing P) coins owned by the author have similar mineral compositions as 
follows 

M 
actual size 29 mm 

Rubbing D 

Rubbing P 

70 9% copper 

71 7% copper 

4 4% tin 

5 l%tm 

12 9% lead 

8 0% lead actual size 28 5 mm, 
8 5 g 

Based on the difficulty in obtaining raw metals of very similar compositions, it 
can be deduced that these two coins come from the same casting locality and time 
There are obvious differences between the metallic compositions of these two coins and 
the other more common pieces From here, we can further speculate that these two rare 
pieces were trials made in limited quantities and at a different point in time from the 
other more common varieties 

In conclusion, the Tai He Zhong Bao 3-cash m Seal Script and the Tai He Tong 
Bao 10-cash in Normal Script are the missing halves to the "dream pairing" of the 
3-cash and 10-cash denominations This is because the 3-cash Tai He Tong Bao in 
Normal Script is the most common amongst the Normal Script coins and the 10-cash 
Tai He Zhong Bao in Seal Script is the most common coin of this reign title but their 
respective counterparts or corresponding "pairs" being the 3-cash Tai He Zhong Bao in 
Seal Script and the 10-cash Tai He Tong Bao in Normal Script are the rarest two (In 
Chinese cash collecting, pairing is often done by taking two different coins of the same 
reign title with glaringly different calligraphic styles and putting them together 
preferably of the same size or denomination) 

actual size 28 5 mm 
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Q-l Q-2 
actual size 30 mm 

Q-3 
actual size 29.5 mm 

Q-4 
actual size 30 mm 
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